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Executive Summary
The telecom industry has a significant advantage in the transition toward distributed cloud
computing with a vastly distributed global communication system already in place. Delivering bestin-class application performance could require operators to fully leverage innovations in the areas
of heterogeneous compute, storage, and communication capabilities.
The Cloud is transforming, both in terms of the extent of distribution and in the diversity of compute
and storage capabilities. On-premises connectivity, analytics, and edge data centers are emerging,
and hardware accelerators are becoming integral components of formerly software-only services.
A main driver into the age of virtualization and cloud was the benefit of reducing costs by running workloads on homogeneous,
generic, Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware hosted in dedicated, centralized data centers. Edge cloud computing is
becoming more important with the surge in data volume that is anticipated from the massive number of devices enabled by
both the fifth generation (5G) of mobile communications systems and beyond. Edge cloud computing will also play a critical
role in enabling emerging use cases with extreme service requirements in a variety of sectors due to its ability to reduce
network traffic and improve user experience. Cloud resources are moving toward the edge of the network – even all the way
down to the device so they will meet performance, cost and/or legal and regulatory requirements. Meanwhile, traditional COTS
hardware is being augmented by specialized programmable hardware resources to satisfy the strict performance requirements
of certain applications and limited energy budgets of remote sites.
Subsequently, cloud computing resources are becoming increasingly heterogeneous, while simultaneously widely distributed
across smaller data centers at an increasing number of locations. Cloud deployments as well as communications networks
must adapt to the increased complexity and technical challenges that result from this profound transformation. This requires
the confluence of compute and communications (which in turn consists of wireless/wireline access and the internet) in
distributed constructs that will underpin ubiquitous compute and communications needs of 5G and Beyond systems. Such
distributed constructs are introduced as a distributed compute and communications fabric (DCC-Fabric) in this whitepaper.
The term ‘5G and beyond’ is used throughout the white paper as they are often references to technology that is anticipated to
stretch well beyond just the Fifth Generation.
Today’s cloud and communications systems were designed to deliver services with less stringent communications and
compute requirements to people over long distances and that is a one of the key hindrances for a large deployment of this
DCC-Fabric. Their power originates in centralized hyperscale data centers transmitting massive amounts of data through a
complex network. This needs to be bolstered by highly distributed caches of Content Delivery Network (CDN)-hosted content.
Today’s cloud and communications systems are not capable of capturing, transmitting, storing, and analysing the petabytes
of data generated by the soon-to-be trillions of sensors operating 24/7. They are also not prepared to deliver the compute
needed for real-time AI inferencing required to drive such demands that we anticipate will come from our factory of the future,
mixed reality (MR), and Extended Reality (XR) with haptic interactions, connected vehicles, assisted living, or merging of
physical and digital worlds with 5G and subsequent generations of systems.
This 5G Americas whitepaper examines the road toward the Distributed Compute and Communications Fabric (DCC-Fabric)
by reviewing the cloud computing and mobile communications landscape (and evolutions within) as a technology. Some
fundamentals and preliminaries on existing solutions and related technological trends are provided to introduce the definition
of the DCC-Fabric with its key anticipated features (see Section 1).
To demonstrate the societal and economic needs and opportunities for the DCC-Fabric, some driving forces are highlighted in
Section 2. Further, this paper emphasizes how the evolution of 5G can benefit from the DCC-Fabric enablement and can be
realized through anticipated 5G and other technological evolutions, for example, the fusion of compute and communications,
the pervasive and fungible edge, and content sharing and networking aspects.
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Section 3 is a study on economic, business, and technological challenges for the realization of the DCC-Fabric. This highlights
the highly interdisciplinary nature of the DCC-Fabric and details how to overcome such challenges. Within a distributed system
that the DCC-Fabric is anticipated to span, management, orchestration, and control could play a pivotal role in achieving the
expected autonomy of the DCC-Fabric. Extensive (intelligent) enhancements regarding computing, such as spatial computing
and distributed computing, are expected to facilitate some of the key features of the DCC-Fabric. Further directions with
respect to solutions in communications networks, including virtualization and specialized hardware, managing increased
complexity, automation of distributed applications, sustainability, are detailed. Other key aspects of data and information flow,
privacy and security, and energy implications within the context of the DCC-Fabric are presented as well.
Discussion of how emerging applications can benefit from the DCC-Fabric using a number of applications is discussed in
Section 4 for example applications like, MR, Extended Reality (XR), metaverse, factory of the future, assisted living, and
connected vehicles with an emphasis is on how the DCC-Fabric can be the enabler of immersive experiences for everyone,
everywhere in the world, at any time, and for any use case. This scale and reach of the DCC-Fabric will require a large
ecosystem with collaborations/partnerships within existing (and emerging) organizations. The whitepaper provides a brief
overview of the early DCC-Fabric ecosystem and highlights important ongoing activities on free open-source software (FOSS)
and initiatives from industry and academia.
This whitepaper provides deep insights into the expected fusion of compute and communications systems 5G and beyond.
The paper introduces existing technologies, best practices, and driving forces to demonstrate the need for a DCC-Fabric
and a DCC-Fabric illustration together with its key anticipated features to support the heterogeneous landscape of cloud
computing, mobile networks, and services. This whitepaper studies related technologies, provides technological directions. It
demonstrates how to apply the DCC-Fabric for future applications along with an overview of an early DCC-Fabric ecosystem.
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1. Introduction to the DCC-Fabric
Prior to the fifth generation (5G) of mobile communications systems, mobile devices and
networks were changing how we live, work, and play. 5G technology continued this trend and with
it came a tremendous amount of additional innovation centered around combined utilization
of networks and compute. This section gives the reader some context on how the networks are
evolving in order to capture, analyze, and monetize data. It takes the reader on a journey through
the different areas of initiatives, network, and edge technology and pulls together how the
computes combined with the networks are evolving into a DCC-Fabric.

1.1 Background and Definitions
This section provides some background on related
technologies and topics of interest for the DCC-Fabric and
introduces definitions of terms and technologies used
within the context of the DCC-Fabric in the remainder of the
whitepaper.

1.1.1 Distributed Systems
A distributed system is a collection of independent
components located on different machines across one
or more networks that share information with each other
to achieve their goals. Distributed systems can be found
in various forms, e.g., the internet, telecommunications
networks, real-time process control, mobile and pervasive
computing systems, and many more. The benefits of
distributed systems include:
•

Efficient utilization of resources and optimal
placement of workloads/services.
»

All the needed resources and accelerators may not
be present on one node

»

In such situations, distributing the tasks ensures
they are run at the optimal place to improve
efficiency or latency

•

Increased resiliency/fault tolerance for the recovery
mechanism

•

Ability to scale
»

Adding or removing nodes or resources is possible
in distributed systems since the infrastructure to
collaborate to perform a task is already in place

»

In 5G and beyond systems, the convergence of
compute and communications will play an essential
role
−

Within this context, two types of distributed
systems are of importance: distributed networks
and distributed compute.

Distributed Networks: Aiming for more flexibility and agility
in the mobile communications network disaggregation is
an example of distributed networks in 5G and beyond. In
the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), the gNB

is divided into the centralized unit (CU) and the distributed
unit (DU). The protocol stack is disaggregated such that
multiple split options are supported. In the Open Radio
Access Network (O-RAN) architecture specified by the
O-RAN Alliance, with additional interfaces and functions
built on 3GPP standards, the DU is further disaggregated
into the open-distributed unit (O-DU) and open-radio unit (ORU) - all together forming a distributed network that follows
from the directions of the RAN Intelligent Controllers (RIC).
Distributed Compute: With the introduction of Multiaccess Edge Compute (MEC), increased virtualization and
“software-rization”, compute plays an increasing role in
5G and beyond systems. Additionally, as communication
bandwidths have been increasing and service requirements
for emerging applications become more stringent in terms
of reduced latency, distributed compute has become
an increasingly attractive option that opens additional
resources, storage, specialized accelerators and more
computing power. Section 1.4.2 describes the different
approaches to computing.

1.1.2 Network Fabric
Current networks are forming a fabric between devices,
access points, switches/routers, applications, and cloud
servers. A fabric might mean physical/wired connections,
but more usually it refers to a virtualized, automated lattice
of overlay connections on top of the physical topology. The
mesh of connections between the aforementioned entities
is a network fabric and provides a scalable and robust
foundation for communication among entities and network
devices (also known as nodes in this context) and delivers
data through its virtualized (or overlay) part. Virtualization,
in this context, provides a significant value to the network
fabric as a network’s underlay can be virtualized and then
partitioned into several overlay networks. That can then be
optimized individually to meet diverse needs with distinct
individualized policies. Here, a network fabric may have
comprehensive mechanisms and policies for autonomous
control to respond rapidly to changes in the network.
Distributed Compute and Communications in 5G
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5G and beyond networks are supporting a network fabric to
a certain extent with enhanced software defined networking
and network (function) virtualization together with self-x
capabilities. If the connectivity and the service level are
maintained communication types are already becoming
converged, and the user/device is abstracted from the
connectivity type. The network fabric will be more dynamic,
adaptive, and autonomous in nature as the needs to be
more dynamic based on changes in the environment, quality
of service, reliability, along with transient applications and
use cases become more prevalent. Compute will play an
increasing role in the fabric and will be essential to address
the varying and changing connections, the dynamic scale
in performance, and also in the generation or removal of
communication paths.

1.1.3 Role of Compute in 5G and Beyond
A huge impact on the physical infrastructure the
requirement to process large amounts of data and make
(real-time) decisions that some5G and beyond services
impose, with special emphasis on the computing and
storage capabilities of connected devices. The rapidly
growing bandwidth and low latency, cost, security/privacy
requirements of 5G and beyond services are pushing the
migration from centralized cloud computing toward edgebased data processing and closer to the end devices and
users, where data is generated. A big driver for distributed
compute and communications is that more data is
consumed at the edge1 and more compute tasks are
executed at the edge.
Compute could play an increasing role in the design of
5G and beyond networks leading to new challenges,
opportunities, and benefits. Challenges will be:
•

Joint consideration of the edge and RAN infrastructure
with the ability to leverage both compute/
communications capabilities to meet stringent service
requirements

•

Volume of data created and the need for processing/
supporting emerging applications which will drive a
need for high performance computing solutions at
edge.

Having more computing resources and power will provide
the opportunity of splitting intensive computing tasks
into multiple sub-tasks, leveraging ubiquitous sensing,
communication and computing capabilities in network
nodes, user equipment, and MEC servers, allocating the
sub-tasks to different wireless nodes for parallel cooperative
computing. Finally, beyond 5G, the network compute fabric

(a network fabric for computing capabilities) will be a highly
distributed computing platform that enables the execution
of applications across multiple administrative domains,
which will trigger the optimization for different network
domains without the need for application code changes.
Consider that both RAN network nodes and edge computing
need to be deployed and densified everywhere to provide
both coverage and capacity. These two different network
nodes could share the same hardware (HW) infrastructure,
site facility, and communication/computing resources, one
set of investment could serve both RAN and edge network
needs and thus largely improving the overall cost and power
efficiency.
Open RAN has made the above vision much more feasible
than before. General purpose processor, virtualization layer,
and the open software ecosystem all make it possible
for one distributed node to support multiple real-time,
virtualized RAN functions to co-exist with edge computing
workloads.

1.1.4 Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC)
One of the key enablers of the DCC-Fabric is the (MEC) with
its architectural features, role in 5G and beyond, as well as
the ability to provide service continuity.

1.1.4.1 MEC Architecture
MEC is an architecture standardized by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and is
tightly knitted with the ETSI Network Functions Virtualization
Infrastructure (NFVI) architecture. It serves as a distributed
content delivery system for applications, on top of and
utilizing the NFVI elements such as Virtual Network
Functions (VNF) and centralized orchestration. MEC is built
on the concepts of cloud computing and especially the
emergence of the Edge whereby applications components
are hosted closer to the user for optimizing performance,
resilience and distributing user traffic to avoid bringing large
central shared points of failure and congestion.
MEC consists of two main architectural domains:
•

System Level
»

•
»

includes interfaces for portals and applications,
management, support, and orchestration
Host Level
local coordination of services, hosting applications,
infrastructure management and the data plane
functions such as User Plane Function (UPF)
reselection or traffic steering are included
Distributed Compute and Communications in 5G
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1.1.4.2 5G Enablers for MEC
MEC is independent and not formally tied to the 3GPP
standards for 5G. However, 5G provides many of the use
cases that are perfect for MEC services to deliver and
enhance the experience for users and machines. The
distributed and massive networks that make up cellular
service providers are well placed to benefit from MEC
because of the sheer volume of users and endpoints, as
well as the deep reach of these networks across national
sites into every urbanized area and beyond.
With MEC, service providers can open their Radio
Access Network (RAN) Edges, at multiple layers in the
network topology hierarchy, to create a new ecosystem
and value chain for partners and customers to host
their MEC applications closer to their users. An effective
implementation of MEC provides third party application
developers the ability to flexibly consume these edge
resources, reaching new subscribers and building new
business models, in a programmatic way.
A standard model for implementation can be defined
with close integration between 5G and MEC standards in
building out a UPF for each MEC location, and allowing MEC
service to be deployed at the radio, distributed, and central
locations depending on the application requirements.
•

Applications with the need for lower latency and more
distributed nature can sit closer to the user, at or in
the radio network

•

Applications without demanding latency limitations,
such as Content Delivery Networks (CDN), Domain
Name System (DNS) caches, or Internet of Things (IoT)
platforms, can exist in more regional or centralized
topologies

The 5G system and MEC have been defined with each
other in mind. Techniques introduced in 5G for this include
UPF reselection, traffic steering, Application Function (AF)
influences, Network Exposure Function (NEF), and Session
and Service Continuity2. The primary outcome of this is
effective lifecycle management of MEC services from both
internal and external sources. In particular, the white paper
5G Edge Automation and Intelligence by 5G Americas
provides insight and details across different technologies
and applications.

1.1.4.3 Service Continuity
The ability to maintain MEC application services is critical
to use cases with a high degree of mobility. MEC and 5G
bring multiple ways to maintain user sessions as they

move around the access network at different levels of the
infrastructure hierarchy. Behaviors can include make-beforebreak (switch or other device in which a new connection is
made before the existing one is broken), Internet Protocol
(IP) address mobility, and more simply, session continuity.
Moreover, the MEC application can handle mobility through
different scenarios, such as application sharing, dynamic
application instantiation, periodic user context sharing, and
even real-time session state duplication. These factors must
be considered in the application and network design, then
different options can be provided to application developers
for consumption.

1.1.5 Cloud-Native Network
With VNF principles and its evolutions, 5G and beyond
systems will feature cloud-native capabilities that rely on
cloud technologies. Cloud-native refers to:
•

a system that has cloud designed for or built into it
from the beginning

•

It describes the patterns of organizations,
architectures, and technologies that consistently,
reliably, and at scale fully take advantage of the
possibilities of the cloud (to support cloud-oriented
business models)

1.1.5.1 Cloud-Native Fundamentals
VNF principles have evolved into Cloud-Native Network
Functions (CNF) using developer-friendly and automationfocused container technology. This next paradigm is now
widely deployed in applications and clouds worldwide.
CNFs bring higher levels of flexibility in scaling, mobility,
and service orientation of the infrastructure components of
applications.
VNFs separated software and hardware dependencies,
however the layers of complexity to achieve this involved
hypervisor layers, replication of and resource consumption
of operating systems, with minimal elasticity. With CNF
the abstraction is application oriented, meaning each
CNF performs a function within an application, with
interconnects to neighboring CNFs using RESTful APIs
and service mesh. This microservice architecture provides
built-in immutable delivery mechanisms, native dynamic
elasticity, feature velocity, smaller footprints, integrated
DevOps principles, stateless flow paradigm, and modern
telemetry capabilities. This brings the developers’ true
utopian web-scale behaviors, agnostic of underlying
infrastructure, to an application of any scope and size.
These new capabilities allow the network fabric to be
Distributed Compute and Communications in 5G
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optimized for automation and enable intelligent and
dynamic behaviors by applying these concepts to network
functions (see Section 1.1.2).

1.1.5.2 Operations, Lifecycle
Management, and Automation
Cloud-native architectures’ operational efficiencies are
automated software upgrades, automatic failure recovery,
elasticity for optimized resource consumption (which
permits higher asset utilization baseline), and delivery
velocity acceleration.
Lifecycle management with CNFs enables a new approach,
especially when utilizing infrastructure-as-code. It is
common practice to build microservices in a composable
and immutable way, meaning software feature development
and deployment adopts CI/CD pipeline principles (early,
often, and seamless), to then break down previous versions
and roll-in new, upgraded containers in a seamless way with
automated testing, requiring zero manual infrastructure
manipulation.
A simplified set of automation principles are baked into
the environment with CNF benefits all in place. The result
is a highly scalable and resilient platform designed with
automation in mind, which is an excellent foundation
to place dynamic and elastic services which may need
to move, extend, or migrate with and for users across a
distributed fabric.

1.1.6 Network Convergence
Consumers, devices, machinery, and enterprises require
connectivity. Their connections need to deliver quality
of service (QoS) for any type of data including visual
and sensory data. This requires the networks to deliver
connectivity in a virtual manner, removing the barrier
of siloed spectrums to achieve convergence of data. To
achieve this capability, software defined connectivity,
pulling together multiple spectrums and network types need
data convergence, security, and network management.
The physical access types as well as the control and
orchestration need to ensure secure onboarding to any
access type so that service level and life cycle requirements
are met, despite the variations and dynamics in the network
and traffic.
To this end, 3GPP and the Wireless Broadband Alliance
(WBA) have considered the convergence of several
revolutionary approaches to achieve permanent availability
combined with instant connection to expected service
requirements. Here, several interfaces for the connection

points between the fixed and mobile 5G core networks
to drive the core convergence, signaling changes, and
enhancements have been defined. Additionally, the wirelinewireless convergence ensuring operators can enhance and
migrate their existing networks to support 5G capabilities
has been introduced. Providing converged networks
enabling the operators to provide a uniform experience to
their customers, irrespective of the access or appliance they
use is the ultimate goal.
With multiple types of connectivity defined in 3GPP, 5G and
the already initiated network convergence, the foundation
has been laid to facilitate a fabric that is envisioned to
enable intelligent decision-making to achieve performance
guarantees and security in a highly dynamic and
heterogeneous environment/network.

1.2 The 5-Tuple: Communication,
Compute, Storage, Sense, and Actuate
Traditional cloud technologies focus on compute, storage,
and the required communication between them.
•

compute places workloads

•

storage maintains a data sink

•

communication links application endpoints with them.

Services can be guaranteed by a cloud provider to the
benefit of well-defined cloud-native, centrally deployed
applications when the focus is on sharing resources with
services.

1.2.1 The cloud is changing
First, applications want to be deployed anywhere in a fabric
and change deployment anytime. The focus moves from
sharing resources to composing dynamic capabilities, even
after deployment. Applications will be delay- and latency
sensitive, on varying timescales with different hard- and
soft boundaries. At the very least, an application will have
expectations on response time when utilizing another
application, and an API or a service. Here, communication,
compute, and storage must be considered as an integrated
set of changeable configurations that provide the required
service to an application.
Second, the center of gravity is moving toward the edge,
toward devices, and interactions in a cyber-physical
world, driven by tasks such as sensing and actuating. The
dynamicity of the DCC-Fabric plays an important role here
since it can locate compute and storage best suited for
these tasks and configure any required communication
Distributed Compute and Communications in 5G
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between all end points. This creates the important 5-tuple
of communication, compute, storage, sense, and activate
driving the requirements for the DCC-Fabric as well as the
business benefits of the DCC-Fabric in important areas such
as IoT, Industry 4.0, private 5G, or retail and public services.

1.3 Definition of the DCC-Fabric
The notion of the ‘edge’ gained importance with the
increase of virtualization and “software-ization” in mobile
communications systems as well as with the emergence
of new services requiring much lower latency and higher
reliability. 5G networks, with the adoption of a servicebased architecture, accelerated the enablement of network
cloudification, edge computing, and network as a service.
In this context, cloud computing played an essential role,
but mobile communications systems and cloud computing
systems were designed in isolation - with the former focused
exclusively on communications and the latter operating
“over the top”. In other words, 5G edge computing services
at different geographically localized sites are fundamentally
based on independent implementations of cloud services
and mobile services - except for the exchange of information
on location and desired QoS. These sites, i.e., edges, might
reside in mobile devices, in local data centers, in metro
data centers, or in centralized cloud data centers forming a
device-to-edge-to-cloud continuum.
The different geographical locations and sizes/types of
data centers at various sites and their (expected) increased
number call for a distributed system which according
to T. Andrew, S and M v. Steen in Distributed Systems:
Principles and paradigms3 is defined as “…a collection of
independent computers that appears to its users as a single
coherent system.” This definition implies that a distributed
system consists of components, i.e., data centers, that are
autonomous and that users perceive the system as a single
system. This means that these autonomous components
need to collaborate – calling for a fabric to facilitate this. In
this context, a fabric is an integrated infrastructure in which
the closely linked computing, processing, and network
nodes and their connections allow a much more powerful
form of computing and connectivity.
To enable this, in 5G and beyond systems, tighter
integration between the mobile communications network
and cloud computing is required. Especially in future
systems beyond 5G, the system likely will be designed with
an appropriate level of coupling between communication
and computing for optimized scalability, complexity,
and performance to be achieved. The system should be

flexible and adaptive (enough) to provide efficient localized
computing and distributed computing for optimal resource
utilization, power consumption, and performance, i.e.,
computing and connectivity resources should be available
at different locations in the network depending on user
needs, devices capabilities, and service requirements.
This can be realized through a distributed cloud and
communications fabric (DCC-Fabric). The DCC-Fabric offers
communication services, computing services, and data
services where ubiquitous computing across and among
devices, network nodes, and data centers is provided with
mechanisms for workload distribution and efficient resource
utilization among computing nodes. In systems beyond 5G,
it is anticipated that a computing service plane and a data
service plane will be introduced in addition to the legacy
communications service plane which will empower the
realization of a DCC-Fabric.
The communication, computing, and data services can be
provided in forms of infrastructure service platform service
and software services. This should be designed with the
capability of providing those various forms of services
requiring the introduction of new service subscription
models. Subscribers could include mobile users, mobile
device vendors, application providers, Cloud Service
Providers, and others.
The DCC-Fabric has two sides. On the one hand, the
DCC-Fabric combines resources from various administrative
and technology domains by focusing on sharing resources
and services. On the other hand, the DCC-Fabric provides
ubiquitous access to resources and services on-demand
with a focus to acquire and consume resources. In combination it is a facility provided to applications to facilitate
achieving their goals while creating improved value for
resource owners and operators. Hence, the DCC-Fabric’s
infrastructure isa combination of operating system, cloud
computing, networking, and distributed systems together with their management, control, and orchestration. A
high-level illustration of the DCC-Fabric within an end-to-end
(E2E) framework together with its high level features ranging
from inter/intra-data center (DC) control, connectivity and
E2E traffic steering, abstraction and virtualization, services
control plane, management, and orchestration as well as
services exchange is illustration in Figure 1.1.
The DCC-Fabric is anticipated to integrate virtually
any methodology, programming language, execution
environment, deployment process, and operation system
allowing them to change and evolve to cope with dynamicity
of users, traffic, (network) conditions, etc. and to be able
Distributed Compute and Communications in 5G
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Figure 1.1 High level illustration of the DCC-Fabric and its features within an E2E network over multiple sites.

to support future applications. As future applications are
expected to offer immersive experiences at global scale
in perceived real-time (see Section 4 for some examples),
the DCC-Fabric is required to offer the right type of
resources, the right amount of resources, at the right place
(geographical and/or logical location), at the right time.
Resources can include networking, computing, connectivity,
and storage. The DCC-Fabric must be a ubiquitous,
pervasive, autonomous fabric that auto-scales and is
secure so that it offers services at any location globally to
anyone and on-demand. As resources might be sparse or
limited in some cases, the DCC-Fabric must not only be
able to manage available resources efficiently, but also
provide means to onboard, book, and utilize resources with
short-term or long-term leases. Important here are easy-toconsume interfaces toward applications and services as
well as a service and resource exchange.
To this end, a DCC-Fabric can benefit from some current
technologies and their evolution (see Section 1.4). Further
technology directions must also be explored for their
realization and deployment in beyond 5G systems (see
Section 3.2).

1.4 Related Current Technologies
1.4.1 Deterministic Networking and
Time-sensitive Networking
Low latency in the network is becoming essential for
many emerging services and applications. The technology
building-blocks needed for the delivery of reliable and
predictable network services are defined – referred to as
Deterministic Networks. Deterministic networks provide
guaranteed latency on a per-deterministic-flow basis
differentiating them from legacy statistical multiplex data
networks. Here, a Features of deterministic networks are:

•

bounded latency is provided within which the data
traffic of each deterministic flow is guaranteed to be
delivered with strict packet delay variation constraints

•

for critical data streams are time synchronization for
network nodes and hosts, resource reservation via
configuration, management, and/or protocol action,
extraordinarily low packet loss ratios (up to 10-10),
guaranteed end-to-end latency for a reserved flow, and
convergence of critical data streams and other QoS
features on a single network.

The ability for deterministic networks to provide bounded
latency and zero congestion loss depends upon:
•

configuring and initializing (including configuring)
network resources for the exclusive use of critical data
flows

•

identifying the resources to be utilized in the data
plane by any given packet

•

detailed behavior of those resources like transmission
queue selection, so that latency bounds can be
reliably assured

In this context, different standardization groups define
related technologies:
•

IEEE 802.14 is working to support deterministic
Ethernet services in its Time-Sensitive-Networking
(TSN) Task Group

•

3GPP5 is working to deliver deterministic 5G to support
Ultra Reliable Low Latency (URLLC) communications
scenarios

•

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)6 is working
to deliver deterministic services over IP routers and
wireless networks in the Deterministic Networking
(DetNet) and Reliable and Available Wireless (RAW)
Working Groups, respectively.
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Benefiting from the deterministic network features, the
DCC-Fabric can support a time-sensitive networking fabric
to provide QoS and service level agreements (SLA)-baked
services and connectivity between multiple cloud locations.
Such a time-sensitive networking fabric will need to satisfy
requirements, such as:
•

Working with Wide Area Network (WAN) facing
appliances

•

Establishing WAN tunnels between cloud locations
over geographically diverse paths

•

Monitoring the quality of WAN tunnels

•

Reacting to changes in QoS and service level
agreements (SLA) dynamically

•

It is focused on any service category, i.e., compute,
storage, database, messaging, API gateways, etc.
where configuration, management, and accounting of
servers are invisible to the end user

•

It has the advantage of efficient resource utilization
and billing per usage, i.e., the cloud service provider
allocates the required computing resources ondemand and developers do not pay for idle capacity

The convergence of the modularized and software-ized
networks in 5G and beyond and serverless computing
technologies could benefit both:
•

today network architectures can efficiently manage a
massive amount of services worldwide; cloud solutions
would expand the portfolio of their target applications
by also including real-time, reliable, and very high
throughput applications that are not yet supported

•

future network architectures would take advantage
of the leading technologies and best practices in the
cloud ecosystem

1.4.2 Computing Technologies
While computers themselves have evolved since the 1950s,
various software enhancements and computing models
have emerged as well. This section highlights a selection of
the most related computing technologies to the DCC-Fabric.

1.4.2.1 Distributed Computing

1.4.2.3 Spatial Computing

Distributed computing is the technique of connecting
multiple computer servers over a network into a cluster,
to share data and to coordinate processing power. A
distributed computing system runs as a single system
formed by a cluster and consists of multiple software
components that are on multiple computers. These
computers can be physically close and connected by
a local network or they can be geographically distant
and connected by a WAN. Distributed computing offers
advantages in scalability through a “scale-out architecture”,
performance via parallelism, resilience via redundancy, and
cost-effectiveness by using commodity hardware.

Spatial computing was defined in 2003 by Simon
Greenwold as “human interaction with a machine in which
the machine retains and manipulates referents to real
objects and spaces”7[3]. In traditional computation models
implementations predominantly perform computation
sequentially, i.e., in time, and abstract out physical locations
in space. However, as scaling, in terms of extremely reduced
element sizes (at nano scale) and the increasing number
of elements, continues the location in space might impact
the performance and feasibility of computation and hence,
computation must be distributed in space. Additionally,
computing becomes an integral part of our everyday life and
is an integral part of the physical world, e.g., smart cities,
reactive surfaces. Consequently, it is important to note
that space is not an issue to abstract away – as done by
traditional computation models. It is a distinguishing feature
of computation that it is performed distributed in space and
position and distance metrics matter to the computation.

The DCC-Fabric with multiple computers and datacenters
connected over a network will form a distributed computing
systems that can support connectivity.

1.4.2.2 Serverless Computing
Serverless is a cloud computing application development
and execution model that enables developers to build
and run applications by eliminating the need for them to
provision or manage servers or the backend infrastructure.
With serverless computing:
•

the cloud service provider automatically provisions,
scales, and manages the infrastructure required to run
the application

Through spatial computing, most people no longer interact
with computers from a distance or as an external device.
Instead, the concept allows the merge of the real world and
the digital world enabling immersive experiences in various
emerging applications, e.g., mixed reality. It is anticipated
that systems beyond 5G will enable similar experiences for
which the support of spatial computing in the DCC-Fabric
becomes inevitable.
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1.4.2.4 Specialized Nodes

•

How the workloads or applications are implemented
into each core will continue to drive new innovations

FaaS is focused on the event-driven computing paradigm
where application code or container only run-in respond to
events or requests, rather than serverless computing. The
dynamics of resource management facilitated by the DCCFabric and its ability to manage large and complex systems
can be an important factor for a large-scale adoption of
FaaS, which in turn can facilitate the decomposition of
network functions as well as the introduction of a very
new kind of service – small compute functions available
anywhere, anytime.

•

Different emphasis on energy efficiency, both from a
cost and environmental point of view

1.4.2.6 WASM/WASI

Factors that drive change in compute and storage
technologies are:
•

How processors are designed and built
»

More cores in a single processor offer the capability
of higher parallelism

Specialized hardware is emerging that is collected in
specialized nodes deployed aside from general-purpose
compute and storage nodes. They are:
•

Domain-specific chipsets (accelerators)
»

•

optimized for class of applications, e.g.,
Graphics or Tensor Processing Units (GPU, TPU)

»
•

Machine Learning (ML) and AI applications
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICS) and
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)

»

mission critical and latency sensitive applications

Throughout the history of compute architectures, the need
for accelerators has persisted. As the DCC-Fabric evolves
along with technology, more of the common accelerator
functions get implemented in software and/or placed into
general purpose processors. One such example is the
RAN. A large part of the RAN functionality can efficiently be
deployed in software on general purpose processors while
still using specialized accelerators for signaling processing
to guarantee energy efficiency and performance. A key
point on accelerators or general propose compute is how
the software is implemented and the overall system cost
inclusive of operations.

1.4.2.5 Function As a Service (FaaS)
Function as a service (FaaS) is a type of cloud computing
service that allows code execution in response to events
without the complex infrastructure which is typically
associated with building and launching microservices
applications. FaaS allows for:
•

Improved development speed

•

built-in scalability

•

cost efficiency

Web-Assembly (WASM)8 is a binary instruction format
for a stack-based virtual machine. In other words, it is a
compilation target for programming languages. The WASM
execution environment is memory-secure and sandboxed.
The Bytecode Alliance9 is set to create a secure-by-default
WASM ecosystem for all platforms and all web client or
server applications. This ecosystem, spanning development
tools and execution environments, has the potential to
drive the next big wave in compute infrastructure. Its
core properties (security, multi-language runtime, small
deployment footprint, speedy cold start) are core to DCCFabric requirements.

1.4.3 Web Solutions and Blockchain
World Wide Web is the primary tool used by billions of
people to share, read, and write information and to interact
with other people via the internet. Web technology and the
way it is used or consumed has certainly evolved since
its first implementation, and each evolution has brought
new tools and techniques. The evolutions of the web are
named from web 1.0 to web.3.0 (or beyond). While the first
version of the web, web 1.0, (1990s-2000s) is referred to
as syntactic web, since it is a read-only web, the second
version of the web, web 2.0, (2000s-2010s) is referred
to as social web and enables read and write and, hence,
facilitates interaction between web users. The Web 3.0 is
used twofold.
•

In the context of web era continuation, (since 2010s)
it is referred to as the semantic web and enables
reading, writing, and executing of information.

•

It is also considered a decentralized online ecosystem
based on blockchain

•

In the context of web era continuation, computers can
interpret information like humans by applying AI and
ML techniques.
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Figure 1.2 Evolution of the web10

In the context of blockchain, however, the Web 3.0 refers to a decentralized online ecosystem based on blockchain. One of
the most significant implications of decentralization and blockchain is in the era of data ownership and compensation. Once
these technologies mature and become scalable, the decentralized blockchain protocol will allow individuals to connect to an
internet where they can own and be properly compensated for their time and data, eclipsing an exploitative and unjust web in
which giant, centralized repositories own and profit from it.
Similarly, the DCC-Fabric should benefit from the evolution of these technologies and enable fair, (cloud) service provider
agnostic solutions for everyone, anywhere, and at any time.

1.4.4 Multi-Cloud and Cross-Cloud
Cloud computing service can be defined as the on-demand delivery of computing services, including servers, databases,
storage, analytics, and software, etc. Cloud computing has added the flexibility to scale up or scale down as and when
required as a decentralized online ecosystem based on blockchain. Different cloud deployment models have been introduced,
such as:
•

Public cloud – Public cloud is a deployment model where on-demand computing services and infrastructure are
managed by a third-party provider and shared with multiple organizations using the public internet. Public Cloud Service
Providers may offer cloud-based services such as infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), or
Software-as-a-Service (Saas) to users for either a monthly or pay-per-use fee, eliminating the need for users to host
these services on site in their own data center.

•

Private cloud – Private cloud is a deployment model where the infrastructure is dedicated to a single organization and
can be hosted either at an organization’s own data center, at a third-party colocation facility, or via a private cloud
provider who offers private cloud hosting services and may or may not also offer traditional public shared multi-tenant
cloud infrastructure.

•

Hybrid cloud – Hybrid cloud allows using the combination of public and private cloud deployments. Hybrid cloud
computing extends infrastructure and operations consistently to provide a single operating model that manages
application workloads across both environments, allowing for seamless migration of workloads from private to or from
public cloud as business needs dictate.

•

Multi-cloud – multi-cloud is a deployment model where an organization utilizes a combination of cloud deployment
models—that can be two or more public clouds, two or more private clouds, or a combination of public, private and
edge clouds—to distribute applications and services from different vendors in a single heterogeneous architecture to
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improve infrastructure capabilities and reduce cost. It refers to the distribution of software, applications, etc. across
several cloud environments. The multi-cloud solution aims to eliminate the reliance on any single cloud provider. Further
advantages of multi-cloud are, for example, the distribution of applications and services to the edge and the support of
the rise of the distributed workforce. Major challenges are:
»

inconsistency in the cloud infrastructure and operating models of different cloud services providers

»

networking and securing applications and data across clouds

•

Cross-cloud platform – One of the key questions to consider within the context of multi-cloud is: How to manage multicloud estate with consistency as if it were one cloud? Traditionally, cloud services are offered on-premises. However,
flexibility and the right capabilities for the corresponding applications and services are highly preferred. A multicloud strategy aims to unify multiple clouds under one umbrella functionality spanning application modernization,
management, infrastructure, security, and networking to eliminate complexity and risk by achieving consistency. To this
end, cross-cloud architecture solutions are emerging, and corresponding platforms are discussed in “When the Social
meets the Semantic: Social Semantic Web or Web 2.5”11 and further in “Conquer Cloud Complexity and Drive Digital
Business”12 13 [5] [6] as an integrated portfolio of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions to build, run, manage, and
secure any app across any cloud. By doing so, Internet Technology (IT) admins will be able to unify the virtual machine
and container management on a common platform and provision (e.g., Kubernetes) clusters. To enable the seamless
management of the infrastructure and resources, such a cross-cloud platform solution is required for the DCC-Fabric for
efficient resource utilization, latency minimization, guaranteed performance, and secure services.

•

Polycloud – Polycloud is one multi-cloud model that has gained significant traction as Cloud Service Providers have
added higher-order capabilities above basic cloud infrastructure services, namely storage, compute, networking, etc.
Polycloud is an architectural model that encourages cloud specialization and differentiation. These are:
Types of infrastructure

»
−

Microsoft Windows servers

−

Linux servers
types of services

»
−
»

specialized AI/ML services
analytics or auxiliary tools

In polycloud, an application makes use of multiple Cloud Service Providers that provide different service capabilities.
Especially, with the goal of offering connectivity and services anywhere, the DCC-Fabric may benefit from a polycloud
solution where cloud services of one provider are limited or sparse.
The different cloud deployment models together with a cross-cloud platform illustration are depicted in Figure 1.3
Figure 1.3 multi-cloud deployment models
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1.4.5 Data Fabrics and Trust Fabrics
Gartner defines a data fabric as a “design concept that serves as an integrated layer (fabric) of data and connecting
processes”14. The fabric facilitates discovery and interference of data (likely using meta data assets) and thus directly
supports utilization of data across different environments. It becomes a “weave that is stretched over a large space that
connects multiple locations, types, and sources of data, with methods for accessing that data”15. The data can be processed,
securely managed, and stored as it moves within the data fabric. Gartner ranks data fabric in the top ten trends for data and
analytics in 202116.
Tableau Software extends this definition toward “an emerging data management design that allows companies to seamlessly
access, integrate, model, analyze, and provision data”17 [10]. Here, the fabric establishes a federated environment for all
aspects of data processing overcoming limitations found in centralized, and often siloed, data stores. A successful data
fabric will automate profiling, discovery, and exchange of data using technologies such as semantic knowledge graphs, active
meta data management, and ML. IBM characterizes the business value of a data fabric in terms of intelligent integration,
democratization of data, and better data protection18 [11]. The integration is a result of the technologies and democratization
refers to self-service applications that can discover and access data on-demand.
Better data protection can be achieved by applying a Data Confidence Fabric (DCF) also known as a “trust fabric”, which is
superior to legacy data processing. A DCF comes into play when data is accessed and moved providing measurable trust
characteristic. This is done using trust insertion technologies, i.e., in parallel to the data storage and data path not influencing
data processing. Established technologies are for instance silicon-based Root of Trust (RoT), open authentication and data
ingestion APIs, and immutable storage and blockchain/ledger. These allow to define confidence scores that normalize across
systems as data is accessed or flows. An example of a very advanced trust fabric is the Linux Foundation (LF) Edge project
Alvarium19.
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2. DCC-Fabric Vision and Driving Forces
2.1 Societal and Economic Needs
Access to compute and communications infrastructure is being considered as a fundamental
human right, similar to access to electricity and water. Nowadays we need access to compute
and communication to apply for jobs, apply to college, and take online classes. Studies looking at
learning experiences during the pandemic show that populations with lack of reliable access to
broadband internet suffered more, which disproportionately impacts less wealthy and/or minority
students20 21. As the DCC-Fabric is developed, it should therefore be designed to eliminate these
inequalities.

2.1.1 UN Sustainable Development Goals
In 2015 at the UN Sustainable Development Summit, the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) were adopted by all
member states. In summary, these 17 goals were designed to rally action in all countries to shift national strategy in multiple
areas to meet the commitments from various forums, such as the famous Paris Agreement. While not all 17 goals are listed
here, they focus on global human well-being and a seismic shift in sustainability for all of mankind’s endeavors. Industries
involving more advanced technologies have proven to be more resilient during crises, of which humankind will likely be seeing
more in the near and distant future.
First, the DCC-Fabric concept can indirectly assist the achievement of these goals through enhancing and accelerating digital
transformation. Applications which support surveillance of operational assets, from IoT sensors for tracking penguins to
dynamically pulling in metadata on crop management efficiency, can be the foundation of that digital transformation.
Second, the DCC-Fabric can directly support the UN SDG of sustainable cities and communities’ and ‘industry, innovation
and infrastructure’ from the standpoint of reducing CO2 and other atmospheric emissions. From the definition of DCC-Fabric
in Section 1.3 ‘the system should be flexible and adaptive (enough) to provide efficient localized computing and distributed
computing for optimal resource utilization, power consumption, and performance’. With a truly optimized system, only the bare
minimum of resources will be required to be enabled for the applications hosted in the DCC-Fabric.
Finally, many high-technology vendors and managed services organizations have set strict deadlines with targets for net-zero
emissions, all the way to their scope three emissions. This includes the entire lifecycle of all products sold into the market.

2.1.2 Digital Equity
The National Digital Inclusion Alliance (NDIA) defines digital equity as “a condition in which all individuals and communities
have the information technology capacity needed for full participation in our society, democracy, and economy.” Digital equity
is not limited to access—those with access to technology must also gain the requisite skills to make use of it. Even in a nation
as wealthy as the United States (US), only 77% of adults reported having broadband connectivity in 202122. Looking at the
demographics of technology users, the poorest Americans are 13% less likely to have access than the richest. In addition to
income, education has an even greater impact—those with less than a high school diploma are 28% less likely than those with
a college education to not have broadband access. Therefore, building infrastructure is not alone sufficient. The population
must be provided with pathways to gain the skills needed to use next generation technology.
The Digital Equity Act of 2021 was introduced in the US House of Representatives on March 11, 2021, with H.R.1841 in the
117th Congress (2021-2022). (It was included in the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act). This bill requires the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) to establish grant programs for promoting digital equity, supporting
digital inclusion activities, and building capacity for state-led efforts to increase adoption of broadband by their residents.
Specifically, the bill establishes the State Digital Equity Capacity Grant Program to make distributions to states based on
their populations, demographics, and availability and adoption of broadband. The bill also establishes the Digital Equity
Competitive Grant Program for supporting efforts to achieve digital equity, promote digital inclusion, and stimulate adoption of
broadband. These initiatives demonstrate that it will be critical for the DCC-Fabric to be built with digital equity in mind.
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The NDIA explains that the mission of digital equity
incorporates five elements: 1) affordable, robust broadband
internet service; 2) internet-enabled devices that meet the
needs of the user; 3) access to digital literacy training; 4)
quality technical support; and 5) applications and online
content designed to enable and encourage self-sufficiency,
participation, and collaboration.
Digital equity is not limited to broadband, despite
broadband being one of the most common talking points.
Rather, digital equity requires access to high-speed
communication as well as high-speed compute resources,
as well as the educational support to make best use of
that access. Ideally, the DCC-Fabric will offer compute
and communications access to students in future K-12
educational curricula as well as at community colleges,
senior centers, and other locations of learning.
The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act signed into law
in 2022 includes $65 billion set aside for broadband and
significant support for digital inclusion. Outlined in this
legislation is the Broadband Equity, Access, and Deployment
Program which provides $42.45 billion to expand highspeed internet access by funding, planning, infrastructure
deployment and adoption programs in all 50 states,
Washington D.C., Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam,
American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands.

2.1.3 COVID-19 Impact
As of this writing, reliance on connectivity technologies
has grown over the past year, bringing high-speed 5G
connectivity to most households and businesses around the
world. The COVID-19 pandemic proved that 5G and other
connectivity methods were critical to allowing societies
to work and study remotely without the need to travel to
physical places. Additionally, the pandemic started a new
migration trend and pushed people out of the big cities
to the more remote and rural locations. As rural zones
have a much lower density of 4G and 5G towers and low
bandwidth connections compared to urban areas, new
challenges for application use like real-time video and cloud
and interactive gaming are emerging. Lower connectivity
and compute capabilities have also impacted the medical
sector, driven by the need for telemedicine in rural areas,
due to less trained staff and fewer job opportunities.
The United States Department of Agriculture initiates
programs like e-Connectivity to address gaps in the rural
infrastructure. However, investments in less populated
places do not pay off quickly. Hence there is a significant

opportunity to utilize smaller size distributed deployment to
optimize compute and networking in such areas, most or all
of which are expected to be addressed by the DCC-Fabric.

2.1.4 Sustainability
In recent years, the need for digital equity with
connectivity for everyone, everywhere has resulted in a
push for increased capacity in mobile networks due to
unprecedented amounts of traffic. While energy efficiency
has improved over the generations of networks, this
traffic growth still translates into increased use of power
across all segments of the networks. The information and
communications technologies (ICT) industry is working
toward lowering its carbon footprint and contributing to the
reduction of emissions. Therefore, sustainability is high
on the list of considerations for next generation network
technologies. Current distributed compute and connectivity
architectures accomplish more than just the improvement
of the overall QoS - they also help reduce energy usage.
By deploying network nodes closer to users and using
caching mechanisms, it is possible to reduce overall
backbone traffic. Both smaller and distributed data centers
take advantage of local energy sources, and where possible,
can attach to renewable energy producing micro-grids.
In addition, the reduced footprint and reduced waste
generated from these deployments can help with water
consumption, as well as allowing for more strategic use
of land supporting housing, farming, and other more
sustainable and socially focused uses.

2.1.5 Emerging Services and Applications
Distributed connectivity architectures for IoT are indirectly
contributing and supporting other key industrial verticals
in achieving their own sustainability goals. With the use of
sensors and actionable analytics, enterprises can improve
their overall operational efficiencies and facilitate connected
product development. Equipment performance insights
translate directly into optimized maintenance, extended
equipment life and reduce the need for replacements
therefore saving critical raw materials.
Deploying edge computing solutions in the enterprise
facilitates:
•

Equipment monitoring

•

Predictive analytics to detect quality issues and reduce
waste

•

Video analytics combined with artificial intelligence,
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augmented reality, and machine learning to find leaks
and ensure equipment is running optimally
•

Near-real-time device management to turn devices on
and off to avoid wasted energy

Accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic, digital learning is
another key use benefiting larger, more diverse segments
of the population previously marginalized due to financial,
racial and geographic factors. Providing students with
immersive tools to learn and increasing access to
technology is driving the need for more distributed learning
platforms that meet communications requirements and
help bridge the digital divide.
Immersive applications using Virtual Reality (VR) and
Augmented Reality (AR) are starting to emerge as
indispensable tools in various industry sectors from
manufacturing to healthcare. These applications are major
drivers for low latency requirements pushing processing
closer to the user. Also, on the network side, the use
of NFVs and automated configuration tools allow for
deployment of generic hardware for specific applications
with increased re-use and hardware consolidation. Scaling
up and down software-based network functions reduces
energy costs while increasing resiliency through selfmanaging mechanisms. Customer premise equipment
(CPE) running generic operating systems and dynamically
configured to add or remove network functions and services
bring the benefit of fast provisioning while reducing the
need for technician deployments, hardware recycling, and
power consumption.

2.1.6 Enterprises
Enterprises, small, medium, and large businesses, are
seeking more bandwidth, lower latency, higher security,
increased privacy, and better control of their data. To
achieve these goals, enterprises have started to deploy
5G and converged wireless private networks and edge.
This capability enables the enterprise to build out a hybrid
private, multi-cloud network providing more control, lower
latency, and security when needed. However, enterprises
need to move not only the traffic packets across different
spectrums in their private network, but also require secure
communications to their databases, other facilities, and
their ecosystem. As part of enterprise methodologies,
block chain methods are increasingly being used among
data transactions as a component of security, especially
in ecosystem communications. To further enhance secure
transactions, enterprises are moving to consumptionbased applications and services as part of MEC/edge
deployments. These challenges drive secure compute and

communications to be distributed to meet the demands of
moving the applications or components of applications to
different nodes. These requirements and challenges are
driving the need for the evolution toward DCC-Fabric.

2.2 Vision of 5G Evolution for Enabling the
DCC-Fabric
In previous generations of mobile networks, concerns were
often centered on the human experience via text and voice,
as well as improving those experiences through higher
orders of magnitude performance and bandwidth. Thanks
to recent advances in IoT, AI, cloud computing, robotics,
and other technologies, 5G is the first generation of mobile
networks designed for highly interactive collaboration
among ‘smart things’, which could be humans, machines,
cyber-physical systems - or any combination of them.
As the world develops more comprehensive technologies,
the foundation of a strong 5G and beyond network is critical
in the ushering and support of emerging applications
and use cases, as well as the delivery of optimized
experiences to end users. It is expected that future
applications will deliver a wide variety of highly immersive
experiences through deeper levels of human-computer
interaction. These immersive experiences will rely on
beyond 5G systems and complementary technologies,
e.g., innovative sensing, immersive XR, distributed
inferencing, management, and intelligent computing, etc.
The combination of these technologies along with the
evolution of 5G and beyond systems is expected to yield
human and machine experiences unthinkable with previous
generations. To support this, the DCC-Fabric must be flexible
and organic enough to cope with these evolutions, as it
will play a crucial role in the realization of these immersive
experiences and the support of various technologies. Here,
some key features in the context of 5G evolution important
to the enablement of the DCC-Fabric are highlighted.
Support of different edges: Edge computing has taken
an increasingly important role in recent years as industry
segments move data and processing away from the cloud
to the edge. Three edge zones are identified in23[15]. These
zones are shown in Figure 2.1 in terms of device edge, far
edge, and near edge in addition to the central data center.
These edge zones and enhancement of them may empower
the DCC-Fabric. Depending on the infrastructure provided
and resources available, the DCC-Fabric should be able to
utilize resources and functions throughout all edge zones
adaptively and dynamically. Here, the near edge will have
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fewer constraints and may host the more traditional type
of compute servers. The far edge may access services and
functionalities hosted in larger edge compute appliance and
are envisioned to run virtual Radio Access Network (vRAN,
FlexRAN etc.), IoT (e.g., V2V or V2X) and other low latency
workloads. Finally, the device/pervasive edge is anticipated
to provide the lowest latency possible, but will be most
constraint regarding power, environmental aspects, and
cost.
Distributed Communication Congestion Control: Regarding
the DCC-Fabric, some of the main requirements/tradeoffs
are line-rate processing with minimal latency, balancing
network bandwidth vs. available computation per packet,
and helping to guarantee QoS and SLAs with limited
processing/compute, storage, and memory. To achieve
these features, the DCC-Fabric needs to enable the
capability to offload as well as re-use primitives, robustness
to failure (packet loss or link failure), and tradeoffs in
keeping/sharing the amount of network state for workload
scalability and support for retaining compatibility across
legacy networking functionalities and policies.
To fully realize the features of the DCC-Fabric, it is expected
one of the most crucial layers to be the Transport Layer24
25
long with its ability to deal with network congestion and
flow control (CFC). This enablement of the Transport Layer
is needed for 5G and beyond networks to become lossless,
more efficient, and scalable by tackling distributed network
fabric capabilities and end-host CFC in a joint manner.
More specific frameworks, methods, and protocols at the
Transport Layer are needed for dealing with large-scale
congestion at nodes within the DCC-Fabric, as well as the
end hosts.
Furthermore, both reliable and rapid mechanisms for
congestion detection, as well as signaling and rate
adaptation will be key to enable the coexistence of
heterogeneous traffic classes with varying flow-level
requirements by accounting for networking and computing
delays.

Joint optimization for communication and computing: It is
expected that services and applications will be increasingly
constructed by microservices that are distributed over
multiple (edge) nodes. Interactions across different nodes
via wireless or wired connections will be needed to complete
their functionality and tasks, considering that most of them
will be time sensitive. The end-to-end latency is composed
of both the communication latency among different
microservices at different nodes and the computing latency
at different edge or mobile nodes. Both the communication
and computing latency in the full microservice chain need to
be considered and jointly optimized.
Today’s communications systems, like 5G RAN and core
networks, have their own QoS and scheduling schemes.
The same holds for the edge computing platform for
scheduling computing resources. However, there are no or
few joint scheduling schemes across these two domains.
Joint optimization in the distributed communication and
computing domain are one of the fundamental problems
that remain in these networks. This optimization must take
place in the context of how to profile the communication
channel capability and computing resource in a dynamic
edge network environment, as well as how to coordinate
the scheduling of (independent) communication and
computing resources to minimize the end-to-end latency in
case of multiple competing services and applications across
different (network) nodes. The DCC-Fabric is expected to
support such optimization features to further empower the
5G evolution.

2.3 Expected Benefits of DCC- Fabric
Distributing cloud and communication (along with storage
and memory) offers benefits in terms of performance,
reliability, and scalability mainly due to the ability to adapt
dynamically to application needs. These benefits rely on
federation among nodes in the fabric and their respective
owners, dynamic management of the fabric to continuously
match application expectations (or contracts), fabric-wide
automation of virtually everything, and most importantly,

Figure 2.1 Illustration of different edge zones.
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interfaces to application designers, developer, and users
tailored for the needs of these constituencies. In other
words, these benefits come with an investment into the
fabric and its interfaces.
The distributed nature of the DCC-Fabric also facilitates
heterogeneity – or a variable mix – of systems (even special
nodes), protocols, services, security and trust mechanisms,
technology domains, administrative domains, governance
models, ownership, economic models (pricing, accounting,
charging, billing), and current or future applications. There
is no single entity in the DCC-Fabric dictating any specific
instance of these features unless the whole fabric is owned
by a single or a set of coordinated entities. In other words,
the benefit of heterogeneity depends on how the fabric
evolves.

2.4 Anticipated Technological Innovations
The DCC-Fabric is expected to lay the foundation for several
technological innovations. Traditional ways of planning,
designing, and operating digital systems will not be
sufficient to realize the DCC-Fabric due to its broad range
and complexity. Here, a new approach must be devised and
should be recursive to develop and maintain an organically
evolving and adapting DCC-Fabric that can support future
innovations without having to be redesigned with every
evolution of technology. Such technologies may emerge
from a wide range of areas, including radio, web, data,
materials, AI, compute, among others. Their evolution and
how they may impact the anticipated immersive experience
of future applications have to be assessed in a couple
ways. Their evolution may contribute to the DCC-Fabric
development and usage, and in turn the DCC-Fabric may
trigger their further evolution or new technologies. This
section highlights a very selective short list of anticipated
innovations to be enabled through the introduction of the
DCC-Fabric.

2.4.1 Distributing Applications
over Hardware Devices
The importance and growing need for communication
technologies are pushing the diversification of connectivity
solutions used to deliver services to users around the globe.
Even in a developed country like the US, where most US
cities have vast broadband and cellular coverage, latency,
bandwidth, and proximity to the data are still challenging
for multimedia and interactive applications. The need to
support stringent service requirements for applications
has pushed companies to develop technologies to offload
the application logic directly to the hardware. Such a

trend enables communication frameworks where network
interfaces provide offloading for crypto and network
functionalities.
Furthermore, the growing requirements from multimedia
applications and games are growing, where requirements
from the network to the GPU devices include large amount
of data and require companies to develop extensions to
their Software Development Kit (SDK) like DirectStorage.
Such extensions allow workload providers to achieve better
throughput from storage or memory to the GPU accelerators
that is required by such multimedia applications, e.g.,
interactive gaming (Section 4.3) and metaverse (Section
4.5) use cases.

2.4.2 Pervasive and Fungible Edge
The existing edge computing system still relies on offloading
tasks to the edge server and does not fully leverage all
the resources at the device/pervasive edge, such as
smartphones, personal laptops, access points, vehicles and
Road Side Units (RSUs), which have different capabilities
including compute capability (e.g., processing, storage,
memory), software (e.g., functions/libraries, versions) and
raw data (e.g., sensor data) that needs to be processed
before use. To leverage the full potential of the DCC-Fabric,
the edge must go beyond the edge zones described in
Section 2.2.
Today, the vast majority of independently owned resources
at the edge nodes are not part of the edge computing
infrastructure. However, processors in these edge nodes
may all contribute to a horizontal layer of resources
extending beyond the device edge creating the pervasive or
fungible edge. Harnessing these independently owned and
managed resources to collaboratively deliver services to the
end users will become a critical aspect of the DCC-Fabric in
5G and beyond.
While the pervasive and fungible edge is a powerhouse of
resources waiting to be harnessed, there are also some
challenges that need to be addressed. These include:
Security: Since devices are independently owned and not
part of a common trust domain, it is largely a zero-trust
scenario with additional challenges in verifiable computing,
trusted or confidential computing, distributed access control
and reputation management.
Discovery: Since the resources at the pervasive/fungible
edge can be dynamically available, as the number of
devices increases, a scalable mechanism for discovery
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becomes essential that is not limited by a single network
bottle neck. Here distributed mechanisms for discovery will
be very useful.
Management of resources and workloads: Most
orchestration frameworks today use a centralized approach
where one entity has knowledge of all the resources in the
system and plan how the workloads will be mapped. Since
the resources of the pervasive edge are independently
owned, the orchestration frameworks need to be extended
to handle dynamic and multi-tenant resources in a secure
manner.
Governance: To deliver cloud agility without increased
complexity and risk, businesses need a consistent
operational model across multiple clouds/edge zones to
ensure visibility, optimization, and governance wherever
workloads reside. Governance here focuses on cost and
security optimization26. The distribution of operational
priorities for cloud services across various edge zones
makes it difficult to get a holistic view into the use of cloud
services, to share best practices, and ensure sufficient
governance. Consequently, the most pressing concerns
for the DCC-Fabric are lack of visibility and increased risk
exposure.

efficiency of network resource utilization in case the
requested content overlaps; 3) NDN natively allows for
local caching of requested data, which improves tolerance
to link failures and topology changing; 4) NDN may also
enhance the performance at the service layer, especially
for composing/orchestrating services associated with
dynamically changing resources and demands.
Interplanetary File System (IPFS): IPFS is a protocol and
peer-to-peer network for storing and sharing data in a
distributed file system. IPFS uses content-addressing to
uniquely identify each file in a global namespace connecting
all computing devices. IPFS supports the creation of fully
distributed applications, allowing file data stored on IPFS
to be quickly obtained anywhere in the world enabling data
access faster, safer, and more open27.
Figure 2.2 Comparison between the
IPFS and HTTP protocols.

2.4.3 Content Sharing and Resource/Service
Orchestration in 5G and Beyond
The traditional cellular network provides a high-speed
transmission channel to move data between cloud and
edge servers. With ever increasing data production and
consumption at the edge, 5G and beyond systems are
challenged to adapt, particularly in the context of strict
latency requirements and network efficiency. Meanwhile,
these systems are eager to play a more prominent role in
data monitoring and analysis. Within the context of the DCCFabric, new innovations in terms of data movement and
the orchestration of resource and compute services will be
required. Here, a few exemplary approaches are detailed.

2.4.3.1 Data Movement
Named Data Networking (NDN): Information Centric
Network (ICN) is an approach to evolve the Internet
infrastructure away from a host-centric paradigm to a
content-centric paradigm. NDN, which is a popular ICN
implementation, simplifies the data movement in the edge
because of the following features: 1) Data is requested
by sending interests with content name, which effectively
eliminates the need for hostname resolution; 2) NDN
supports the aggregation of interests, allowing for better

IPFS shares the same vision as NDN, namely that of
content-centric networks, but NDN is a native networklayer approach, while IPFS resides in the application
layer. Research study28 showed that the NDN protocol
can increase IPFS’s data retrieval capabilities by more
than 20 times. Both NDN and IPFS can help to move the
large amount of data which is generated at the edge and
also process the data at the edge, which will lead to more
efficient data movement within the DCC-Fabric.

2.4.3.2 Resource and Compute Services
Orchestration
The evolution of the orchestration system started with the
cloud, where projects like Openstack were dealing with the
need to efficiently configure hundreds of systems to run
mostly monolithic legacy software at the big scale. With the
start of docker and containers, the Kubernetes project was
started to provide a lightweight and scalable orchestration
solution. Most existing compute systems today, including
edge computing systems, rely on static provisioning. Thus,
the software and the services needed to perform the
compute are already residing at the edge server prior to an
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edge node requests a service and the pool of hardware resources is also known a priori to Kubernetes. This architecture works
well for cloud and the MEC where a centralized orchestration is used.
In the vision of the DCC-Fabric which supports ubiquitous compute and intelligence at the edge, it is important for the
orchestration architecture to be able to support dynamic discovery and use of (hardware) resources distributed in the edge.
Kubernetes and Docker are both centralized architectures, which need messages exchange and synchronization before a new
service can be configured on a server. Hence, new approaches have to be investigated to discover and deploy new (hardware)
resources in real-time within the multi-site and multi-edge infrastructure of 5G and beyond systems.
NDN and enhancements of it may be a potential solution which can be applied to dynamic service deployment at the edge,
where service designers face a complex tradeoff between application requirements, resource capabilities, and the inherently
dynamic network topology. Initial studies29 [21]have shown that NDN technologies hold the potential for orchestrating
computation and efficient re-use of previously computed results. Later research30 [22]shows an efficient solution for dynamic
server selection and elaborates on the numerical gains enabled by NDN technology for the dynamic service provisioning.
NDN offers a fundamentally distributed architecture that is not dependent on a centralized server for downloading services or
compute functions on edge nodes, which reduces the latency in keeping the centralized server up to date on the locations and
on the services, which could also become a network bottleneck as the number of devices increases at the edge.
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3. Challenges and Potential Directions
3.1 Economic and Business Challenges
In an ecosystem that brings together multiple carriers, both cloud service providers and private
cloud owners, there could be several challenges to overcome. One of the most pressing and
obvious challenges is the coordination across industry players to create a common set of
specifications and APIs to ensure proper interoperability. Without this prerequisite, the DCC-Fabric
cannot be used to its full potential. After this initial visioning phase, the industry must come
together to define the standards, operations models, and ecosystem that the infrastructure will
operate upon.
Another question is who will broker access (give leases) to DCC-Fabric resources? Due to the number of contributors to the
DCC-Fabric, brokering access in a fair way may be enormously challenging. Despite this, the process of reserving resources
must hide all this complexity, giving users a seamless and intuitive experience. The question of which companies manage
access to the DCC-Fabric will need to be defined well in advance. Fewer access brokers may lead to a more ubiquitous
resource reservation experience, thus easing adoption barriers, but these advantages must be balanced against the need to
ensure a fair and competitive market for consumers.
Finally, how will resource managers be compensated for the use of the resources they maintain? Carriers and Cloud Service
Providers (CSPs) currently use a wide variety of models for their services. Will the DCC-Fabric have a uniform model, or
will each resource owner get to act independently? What kind of technical protocol will tabulate costs and route compute/
communication traffic? The long and colorful history of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) in managing internet data traffic
shows that these types of problems can be challenging indeed.

3.2 Technical Challenges and Directions
Along with the incremental demands of advanced and customized services from customers, networks are required to support
more sophisticated data and information flows that incorporate computing, communication, and storage together. As a result,
technical challenges arise and need to be addressed for the full realization of the DCC-Fabric. The sections below highlight
some of these challenges and potential ways to address them.

3.2.1 Fundamental Challenges
Distributed systems are by nature complex. Multi-cloud and cross-cloud computing platforms are especially so. This complexity
gives rise to several challenges, identified below.

3.2.1.1 Regulatory Compliance
Cloud applications are subject to regulations from multiple jurisdictions, based on the geographic locations of the organization
running the application, the hardware providing compute resources or data storage, end users, and the organizations providing
the cloud infrastructure. For example, many jurisdictions have data sovereignty laws that place restrictions on exporting data.
Cloud applications are subject to privacy mandates such as General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), and California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA). Industry regulations such as PCI DSS may also apply. Compliance becomes more challenging as more
jurisdictions with different regulations are involved.
Contracts need to clearly identify the compliance responsibilities of each of the parties involved. Systems that automatically
verify compliance are needed, as these must be able to operate on different clouds. Customers must have access to records
of all audits, using an interface that is independent of the cloud vendor. In areas that are not the responsibility of the DCCFabric, tools must be provided to support customers in verifying compliance. Customers need transparency about where data
is located and where processing is performed.
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3.2.1.2 Security
A security breach can compromise user privacy, which can
lead to negative publicity, regulatory fines, and legal action.
It can also lead to the loss of intellectual property.
Security by default must be the standard, and the customer
must take active measures if they need to disable the
default protections. By default, only the user that created
or uploaded data has access to it, data is encrypted
when stored and transferred, all security patches are
automatically applied, and Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA) is used.
Contracts need to clearly identify the security
responsibilities of each of the parties involved. Systems that
automatically verify security practices are needed; these
must be able to operate on different clouds. Customers
must be able to verify the patches applied to any server or
virtual machine they rely on, and Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
or other encryption/identification certificates, using an
interface that is independent of the cloud vendor. In areas
that are not the responsibility of the DCC-Fabric, it should
automatically detect security risks where possible, and
notify customers promptly, and provide tools which allow
customers to verify that security practices are followed.
Large compute infrastructures tend to suffer from password
proliferation, which is not only labor-intensive to maintain,
but a security risk since users tend to use the same
passwords on each system. Open standards for identity are
required so that users that are properly authenticated in
one part of the DCC-Fabric are correctly recognized in other
parts.
Insecure APIs can leave systems and data vulnerable to
attack. Keeping all servers up to date with security patches
is essential, but this becomes more difficult in a multicloud system with heterogeneous hardware and resources
managed by multiple organizations.
Improper system configuration is a common cause of
security vulnerabilities. This will become more of a risk with
the increasing number of configuration APIs in a multi-cloud
environment. Specialized tools can help to detect this type
of issue but may be specific to a single vendor or cloud.
Security becomes more complex in a heterogeneous system
because the security tools for different parts of the system
can have very different APIs. Both customers and cloud
vendors must be able to perform security auditing and
security monitoring, and apply system patches, using an

interface that is independent of the cloud vendor. Unusual
activity must be detected automatically. Customers and
users must automatically be notified of anomalies and
breaches in a consistent manner that is independent of the
cloud vendor.

3.2.1.3 Open Marketplace
Customers want the ability to combine resources from
multiple cloud service vendors, selecting components
based on considerations such as cost, reliability, or ease
of deployment. Currently, however, terminology can vary
from one cloud provider to the next, resulting in consumer
confusion. Better industry standards could turn cloud
service offerings into commodities, making it easier for
customers to comparison shop and continually optimize
efficiency/ performance. A possible way forward to address
this issue would be standardized and clearly disclosed
terms and conditions along with possible automatic
verification of compliance with level-of-service agreements.

3.2.1.4 Access and Reliability
In 2015, all United Nations member states adopted the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development31, which
provides a blueprint for peace and prosperity for people
and the planet. It calls on all countries to act on 17
Sustainable Development Goals; goal nine is to “Build
resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization and foster innovation”. This requires a
reliable and sustainable DCC-Fabric that crosses borders,
is resilient, and allows small-scale industries to access
research, technology, markets, and financial services. This
will require extensive upgrading and overhaul of existing
infrastructure.
Dynamic systems can be controlled in two ways: open-loop
control and closed-loop (or feedback) control. In an openloop system, the action of the controller is independent of
the system output. An example would be a simple traffic
light which changes at set intervals regardless of whether
any cars are waiting at the intersection.
In a closed-loop system, the output of the system is “fed
back” as an input to the controller, which then responds in
a way to minimize the difference between the current state
of the system and the desired state. If a sensor is installed
in the road to detect the presence of cars waiting at the
intersection, and the traffic light uses that information
to determine when to change, the result is a closed-loop
system. Although they are more complex, a closed-loop
controller can stabilize a process, performing well even
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when the real-world conditions do not match the model that
the system was designed for.
Management of the DCC-Fabric must be a closed-loop
system, automatically routing traffic efficiently in response
to congestion or outages, repairing network faults when they
occur, and performing data recovery in the event of failures.

3.2.1.5 Cost and Sustainability
Organizations typically migrate workloads to the cloud to
reduce costs. However, the cost of cloud services can be
difficult to predict. The Flexera 2022 State of the Cloud
Report states that public cloud expenditure during 2021
was over budget by 13% on average. This is partly the result
of the difficulty of forecasting usage. Providing users with
better visibility into spending, and better prediction tools,
will help them avoid surprises at the end of the month.
UN Sustainable Development Goal 13 is to “Take urgent
action to combat climate change and its impacts”. Many
organizations underestimate the amount of cloud spend
waste (underutilized resources). Helping users identify
waste, and pre-emptively powering down servers when not
required can help to reduce climate change and reduce
costs for both cloud vendors and customers.
UN Sustainable Development Goal 12 is to “Ensure
sustainable consumption and production patterns”, which
calls on companies to integrate sustainability information
into their reporting cycle. The DCC-Fabric will need to
provide tools to customers that allow them to evaluate the
sustainability of their cloud usage.

3.2.1.6 Managing Complexity
Management, orchestration, and control of the DCC-Fabric
will be particularly challenging due to the complex and
heterogeneous infrastructure. Section 3.2.2 discusses this
in more detail.

3.2.1.7 Synchronization
Applications will need to synchronize time-sensitive data
from multiple sources. Network latency and congestion may
make this more challenging.

3.2.1.8 Explosive Growth
In the near future, machines (rather than humans) will
become the dominant users of the internet32. Add the UN
sustainability goals of increased economic growth and
increased access to the internet, there will be an explosive
growth in traffic, placing great demands on DCC-Fabric
resources. The infrastructure must be hyper-scalable.

3.2.2 Management, Orchestration, and Control
In the context of DCC-Fabric, orchestration refers to
the automation of tasks for managing connections and
workloads in public and private clouds, across international
boundaries, in support of business functions. Orchestration
must enforce relevant policies and access control. Typical
orchestration tasks include provisioning storage capacity,
starting virtual machines, balancing workloads, and
releasing resources when they are no longer needed.
Closely related to orchestration is solution choreography,
which co-ordinates different orchestration systems. A
solution choreographer maintains a catalog of available
services, and automatically combines and deploys them as
needed to satisfy the requirements and priorities of anyone
who has a stake in the function and performance of the
DCC-Fabric, from private and business customers, to telco
operators, to governments and regulatory agencies.
Solution choreography is a complex and continually evolving
challenge. The requirements come from a variety of
sources, including end user requirements (e.g., to establish
a voice or data connection), as well as telemetry and other
monitoring requirements to ensure that QoS contractual
obligations and Quality of Experience (QoE) goals are
met. As partial solutions are considered, new (derived)
requirements are identified; for example, a service might
require support from other services. Typically, there will be
multiple solutions that can satisfy requirements. In this
case, the choreographer will choose the solution that best
satisfies the priorities of the users.
Once a solution has been constructed and deployed, the
choreographer must monitor the services to ensure that the
requirements continue to be met; this may require switching
to alternative services in the event of failures. Finally, the
solution choreographer must de-activate services when they
are no longer needed.
For greater flexibility, a solution choreographer should be
a reusable component that can be deployed at multiple
points in the network. Some choreographers could use
low-level services to provide higher level services. Some
could combine local services to provide regional services;
others could combine regional services to provide national
services, and so on. This provides a way to combine and
coordinate diverse orchestrations systems and locations.
One approach to managing the complexity of a
complex infrastructure is to choose appropriate and
standard levels of abstraction that are vendor- and
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implementation-independent. At the highest level, the DCCFabric consists of planes (horizontal layers) and systems
(vertical components). Planes provide communication
protocols. Systems provide (i.e., host) services. Services are
implemented as processes running on a system. Processes
communicate with each other using the communication
protocols provided by planes. Two processes on different
systems can communicate with each other, as long as their
respective services are part of the same plane.

3.2.3 Computing
Computer network technologies have witnessed
tremendous improvements and evolutions in the last
two decades. After the arrival of the internet - the most
popular computer network today, the networking of
computers has led to several novel advancements in
computing technologies and enhancements in architectural
deployments like cloud computing (see Sections 1.4.2
and 1.4.4) and distributed computing. Cloud computing
is transitioning from centralized single cloud solutions to
distributed multi-cloud deployments. While the lifecycle
management of applications in such a distributed multicloud system requires an agile and flexible infrastructure,
intelligent and adaptive solutions for the application session
management are also vital to cope with the dynamicity of
the conditions, e.g., network, mobility, traffic patterns, and
ensure performance guarantees for any service. This can be
realized through the enablement of AI based operations and
distributed computing in a DCC-Fabric.
Distributed computing: In centralized computing, one
central computer controls all the peripherals and performs
complex computations. However, centralized computing
is ineffective and costly in processing huge volumes of
data and rendering support for many users concurrently,
which is expected for 5G and beyond systems. This paved
the way to exploit parallel processing technology, namely
distributed computing. Distributed computing can be
defined as the use of a distributed system to solve a single
large problem by breaking it down into several tasks where
each task is computed in individual entities/components
of the distributed system. The entities/components can be
physically close together and connected by a local network
or they can be geographically distant and connected by a
wide area network.
The goal of distributed computing is to make such a
network work as a single entity (computer). Here, all the
entities/components connected in a network communicate
with each other to attain a common goal by making use
of their own local memory. However, different entities/

components might have different requirements, conditions,
and restrictions. It is anticipated that the DCC-Fabric will
seamlessly tackle the coordination of the shared resources
by helping them communicate with each other to achieve
their individual tasks. This is particularly a challenge in a
highly dynamic environment, where the cardinality, topology,
and overall structure of the system is not known beforehand
and can change.
Distributed computing offers advantages in scalability 1)
through a “scale-out architecture”, 2) performance via
parallelism, 3) resilience via redundancy, and 4) costeffectiveness using low-cost, commodity hardware.
Facilitating immersive experiences for emerging
applications for everyone in a world where physical and
digital dimensions merge seamlessly require additional
computing enhancements in a DCC-Fabric. Spatial
computing is a paradigm in computing reflecting a potential
technological direction in this context.
Spatial computing: At its highest level, spatial computing
is the virtualization of activities and interactions between
machines, humans, (physical or virtual) objects, and the
environments in which they take place to enable and
optimize these actions and interactions. It was defined in33
as: “Spatial computing is human interaction with a machine
in which the machine retains and manipulates referents to
real objects and spaces.” Hence, spatial computing refers to
the process of using digital technology to make computers
interact seamlessly in a three-dimensional world with
humans or physical and/or digital objects using augmented
reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR). The
merge of the physical and digital world which is anticipated
for beyond 5G systems can be achieved through this
concept, particularly if it is combined with technologies
such as computer vision, machine learning, IoT, haptic
feedback systems, 5G and edge computing. To deliver any
service/application, in any device and at any cloud, a spatial
computing adoption in the DCC-Fabric will help provide
users a seamless and consistent experience.

3.2.4 Communications
While the cloud is transforming both in terms of the extent
of distribution and in the diversity of compute and storage
capabilities, a vastly distributed global communications
system is already in place. To deliver service requirements
of emerging applications, however, innovations in the areas
of heterogeneous compute, storage, and communication
capabilities must be leveraged in tight coordination. In the
context of communication networks, the key challenges are
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in the following areas:
•

High bitrate and low latency

•

Virtualization of specialized HW resources

•

Cloud with heterogeneous HW capabilities

•

Managing increased complexity

•

Automation

•

Sustainability and energy efficiency

Getting all these pieces right will enable the future
communications systems with the envisioned performance
and capabilities building on distributed cloud compute
models that also enables a thriving ecosystem supporting a
multitude of applications.

3.2.4.1 High Bitrate and Low Latency
High bitrates combined with strict bounded latency
requirements are required by several application use cases,
e.g., in the automotive sector, media, remote control and
industrial automation. Examples include real-time object
detection in video streams and cloud rendered video or XR
content. To handle these requirements efficiently, hardware
acceleration is needed, such as in the form of SmartNICs,
FPGAs, ASICs and GPUs and FPGAs. These trends point
to a rapidly increasing adoption of cloud accelerators in
distributed cloud infrastructure.

3.2.4.2 Virtualization of Specialized
Hardware Resources
The adoption of specialized hardware for acceleration in
the cloud must enable multiple tenants to use the same
hardware under the illusion that they are the sole user,
with no data leakage between them. The tenants need to
be able to request, utilize and release accelerators at any
time using application programming interfaces (APIs). This
arrangement requires an abstraction layer that provides a
mechanism to schedule jobs to the specialized hardware,
monitor their resource usage and dynamically scale
resource allocations to meet performance requirements,
while keeping the overhead of this virtualization to a
minimum. While virtualization techniques for common
COTS hardware (x86-based central processing units (CPUs),
dynamic RAM (DRAM), block storage and so on) have
matured during recent decades, corresponding virtualization
techniques for domain-specific accelerators are largely still
missing for production-grade systems.

3.2.4.3 Cloud With Heterogeneous HW Capabilities
Current cloud architectures are largely agnostic to the
capabilities of specialized hardware. While cloud GPU
support is generally available, the variation of vendors
offering specific APIs and SDKs results in a model very
different from that of general-purpose CPUs. The situation
is further complicated when new accelerator options are
added, such as for fast interconnects.
Current cloud deployment specifications do not have good
support for requesting partial allocation of accelerators.
For accelerators that can be partitioned today, the
decomposition of a single physical accelerator into multiple
virtual accelerators is often done manually. Addressing
these issues will require appropriate abstractions and
models of specialized hardware, so that their capabilities
can be interpreted and incorporated by orchestration
functions.
The need for appropriate models will be further amplified
in the case of distributed compute and storage. Here,
the selection of the optimal site location will depend
on the application requirements, like bounded latency,
throughput constraints, location of data and the available
resources and hardware capabilities at the sites. The
programming and orchestration models must be able to
select appropriate execution options – software only in the
case of moderate requirements, for example, or software
complemented with hardware acceleration for stringent
requirements.
As execution deployment options with or without hardware
acceleration may have significantly different resource
footprints, sites must expose their hardware capabilities to
be able to construct a map of resources and capabilities.
During exposure and abstraction, proprietary features and
the interfaces to them must be hidden and mapped to
industry standards. Modeling and abstraction of resources
and capabilities are necessary prerequisites to be able to
select the appropriate location and application deployment
option.

3.2.4.4 Exposure of DCC Network Capabilities
In parallel with the fast deployment of 5G networks, the
distributed cloud is expanding both in reach and capability.
The availability and standardization of APIs34, in exposing
capabilities enabled by specialized hardware resources
both for compute and network acceleration need further
development. The APIs must enable orchestration that
takes proximity of resources into account to guarantee
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end-to-end application requirements. Observability of
communication and compute KPIs will also need to be
developed and exposed, as standardization is important
to allow innovation to benefit from the programmability
of distributed cloud and 5G communications systems.
In terms of service availability and security, exposing
additional capabilities will be needed to reach higher levels
of trustworthiness, furthering development, and leveraging
the joint capabilities of 5G communication systems and the
distributed cloud of standard APIs.

3.2.4.5 Managing Increased Complexity
Producing and maintaining a communication system
deployed across a distributed heterogeneous cloud,
while maintaining strict service assurance, requires
addressing a high level of complexity. There is a need
for innovation in software technologies that revolutionize
the way of designing large complex distributed systems.
With increasing complexity in network design, ensuring
trustworthiness in terms of security and availability and
supporting many different deployment and usage options is
also important.
Feature velocity, life cycle management, security and high
availability are all areas where current practice needs
major improvement to meet the expectation of providing
infrastructure for reliable communication services. For
cellular technology, there is a need in terms of continually
finding optimal configurations in dynamically changing
environments.
Possible approaches to complexity may involve artificial
intelligence and machine learning. AI/ML techniques are
often referred to as a solution for many problems and AI/
ML approaches can form a cognitive layer to continuously
re-evaluate decisions to optimize the network/cloud. While
AI/ML is quickly becoming a new tool for network operators,
innovations are needed in many other areas as well, as
computer languages and compilers also continuously
evolve.

3.2.4.6 Automation for Distributed Applications
Cloud technologies provide automation at a previously
unprecedented scale and the innovations have been
fantastic with a major impact on so many aspects of human
activities, and the changes will keep coming. At this point
however, the design of distributed applications is still largely
done on a case-by-case basis. Innovation, addressing
automation in the areas of software and system design,
as well as system deployment/orchestration are greatly

needed to realize the expectations of future communication
systems and the ecosystems of applications and services
that rely on them.

3.2.4.7 Sustainability and Energy Efficiency
From the start, 5G was designed to meet increasing traffic
demands while limiting the power consumption of mobile
networks. Moving beyond 5G, the focus on network energy
savings will be even further pronounced. The increasing
energy consumption curve of mobile networks is neither
sustainable from a cost nor an environmental perspective,
so breaking the energy curve is not only an option but an
industry responsibility.
Energy efficiency has always been an important part of
3GPP considerations. But it is becoming increasingly
important, as evidenced in technology improvements, such
as reduced capability endpoints introduced in Release-17.
These reduced capability endpoints allow smart sleep
modes for mobile devices and exploit lower spectrum
frequency bands to extend the coverage while increasing
capacity and speed with carrier aggregation. The work on
network energy savings will be continued and intensified.
KPIs, consumption models, and evaluation methodologies
will be defined, and focus areas, potential techniques, and
features for enabling network energy savings will be studied.
Previously, work has been focused largely on the area
of user equipment (UE) power savings. Going forward,
system level network energy savings will be in focus as
well. Additional factors will need to be addressed like
orchestrating resources, taking proximity and availability
into account, and combining this information with traffic
load balancing and sleep mode for network equipment.

3.2.5 Data and Information Flows
Within a distributed system, particularly within the DCCFabric, one of the essential questions is how to enable
data and information flow and how this flow should look
like to ensure service requirements and to achieve target
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). In many next generation
service domains, an increasingly large fraction of data is
collected and analyzed at the edge of the network and end
devices via a collection of sensors, IoT devices, mobile
devices, and vehicles. In these scenarios, delivering and
managing large volumes of data from edge or end devices
to the cloud or central servers for processing is a challenge.
Besides the data fabrics discussed in Section 1.4.5,
service function chaining and partitioning data/computing
in dispersed edge computing paradigm are expected to be
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better at using the computing and storage capabilities of
heterogenous resources within the DCC-Fabric.

3.2.5.1 Service Function Chaining
Complex services traditionally provisioned by network
operators and service providers are typically composed
of a chain of elementary service functions (SFs) to satisfy
the technical clauses in SLAs. To support complex service
deployment, Service Function Chaining (SFC) has been
proposed as a networking architecture method to create
a chain of operations to direct data and information flow
through an ordered list of service functions35 [26] .SFC
assists service providers and network operators to optimize
the computing/networking resource usage to achieve
various KPIs.
Figure 3.1 Three-layered Architecture of Dynamic
SFC Deployment in the Context of SDN.

Unlike the early SFC techniques relying on static
configuration of tasks, recent industrial and research efforts
have undertaken dynamic SFC configurations to satisfy the
requirements of being flexible and programmable36[27].
On the one hand, SDN-enabled programmable networking
devices are enabled to intelligently program SFC rules that
run in the network control plane, which is separated from
the network data plane37[28]. On the other hand, Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) enhances SFC deployment by
promoting running virtual applications of SFs and creating
virtual links between SFs. The NFV orchestrator can further
simplify SFC by allocating resources, placing SFs, and
creating virtual links38[29].

In the context of SDN, RFC 766539 has defined dynamic
SFC as a three-layered architecture: management plane,
control plane and data plane, as depicted in Figure 6. The
management plane orchestrates the control plane and data
plane by defining the SFC policy and SFC instances; the
control plane is an SFC overlay and is used to instantiate
SFs, calculate Service Function Path (SFP), and steer
traffics over the network; the data plane containing the
network devices and corresponding interconnection units
receives and implements the service classification and data
forwarding instructions from the control plane.

3.2.5.2 Partition of Data and Computing
in Pervasive Edge
Partitioning of data/computation avoids the high cost
in communication and provides high bandwidth and low
latency services for end users, where data/computation
offloading is crucial. The end devices can leverage the
nearby edge devices (servers) to complete the computing
workload. For example, vehicles offload the environment
recognition functions to the base stations or Road Side
Units (RSUs); robots offload the localization and tracking
function onto the edge servers. The key challenge is to
determine, for a particular data/compute-intensive task,
how to distribute the workload to end devices, edge servers,
and the cloud40 41. Here, a key issue to consider is the
tradeoff between the transmission cost to the cloud versus
the local computation cost.
To reliably support delay sensitive services with complicated
structures, such as SFCs, partition of data and computing,
the DCC-Fabric will tightly integrate computation,
communication, and caching. The resulting 5G networking
goes beyond the communication-centric and caching-centric
traditions and tends to jointly optimize the computationcommunication-caching to improve service deployment
efficiency and Quality of Experience. However, having a
tremendous number of pervasive edge devices involved,
the network topology of DCC-Fabric becomes complex
and time-varying and therefore, needs the support from
distributed and resilient networking algorithms, protocols,
and paradigms.
NDN-based networking framework (see Section 2.4.3), for
example, offers advantages by avoiding central registry to
track all network resources, and its named-based queries
are resilient to the change of end users’ addresses and
locations42. With these benefits within the NDN framework,
the end devices can locally decide to initiate data/
computation offloading by sending/forwarding interest
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packets carrying the queries for data/computation from
nearby devices/servers. Moreover, the NDN model is
compatible with today’s networking framework, such as
how it can be seamlessly overlaid on IP43. In summary, NDN
has significant potential in supporting the partition of data/
computing tasks in heterogeneous and pervasive edge
scenarios.

3.2.6 Green and Energy Implications
Computing and communication technology is an oftenoverlooked contributor to greenhouse gas emissions.
Current estimates put information and communication
technology somewhere between 2%-4%, which is at
least as much as the entire aviation industry44. However,
communication and compute needs are growing and
becoming more and more demanding. Applications like
VR, high-definition video, super-low latency real-time
communication, and more will require faster speeds
and more data than ever. With these trends in mind, it is
projected that the greenhouse gas emissions of computing
and communication technology will grow as much as 400%
in the next 20 years45 if no substantial preventive action is
taken.
Datacenters are major consumers of electricity, and most of
that is supplied by the local municipal power grid. Electricity
generation is the second largest source of greenhouse
gas emissions in the United States46 [34]primarily due
to generation sources like coal and gas. The share of
renewable generation is growing, but the pace of progress
needs to increase rapidly to meet climate needs. One
major challenge in converting to 100% renewable energy
generation is the fact that sources like wind and solar are
highly time dependent. Long-term, this problem can be
solved by advances in battery technology, allowing utilities
to bank energy for later. Other challenges include the highly
distributed nature of renewable energy generation. Current
power grids were designed for more centralized generation,
and major infrastructure upgrades are needed to adapt to
this new model. As major users of energy, the technology
sector should be prepared to partner with the energy
industry to help increase the pace of progress.
This alone is not sufficient to achieve sustainable
operations. The equipment used in datacenters has an
‘embodied carbon’ footprint due to emissions caused
through the hardware manufacture process and transport.
Initiatives like the Software Carbon Intensity Standard47,
in development by the Green Software Foundation, are
important steps toward being able to monitor the impact
of embodied emissions in software systems. The physical

datacenter building also has non-trivial embodied carbon—
cement, a key ingredient in concrete, which is estimated to
contribute at least 8% to global emissions48. Additionally,
datacenters are also major consumers of water, both as
part of electricity generation, and more directly as used
in datacenter cooling49. Sustainable innovation is needed
across the stack, from the silicon all the way up to the
application layer.

3.2.7 Privacy and Security Requirements
The architectural features of the DCC-Fabric pose new
security vulnerabilities with a significantly expanded attack
surface. With defenses against cyber warfare acknowledged
as a top concern for governments worldwide and the
central role the wireless network infrastructure plays in the
operation of both private and public services, resiliency and
“secure-by-design” are critical tenets. Additional reference
for 5G security is the 5G Americas’ Security for 5G white
paper.
Confidential Computing for the Edge: Confidential
computing can offer the required protection on connectivity,
network management, privacy, and data ownership. Via
attestation features, one can realize zero-trust principles,
which meets the DCC-Fabric requirements on security.
Attestation enables secure orchestration of the identities
needed by network functions in a manner that can be
technically verified. Confidential computing can address
tenants’ concerns about how proprietary and application
specific information can be protected. It can also be used
for data protection including confidential handling of
datasets and model parameters for ML.
Confidential computing requires a trusted execution
environment (TEE) which is a secure area of a main
processor to guarantee code and data loaded inside to be
protected with respect to confidentiality and integrity. TEE
offers an execution space that provides a higher level of
security for trusted applications running on the device than
a rich operating system (OS) and more functionality than
a ‘secure element’ (SE). Secure enclaves are an option to
provide the domain of “confidential computing”, protecting
critical software and data even from malicious operating
systems and many types of hardware-based attacks. Secure
enclaves, such as Intel’s SGX50 has already been used to
protect software for parts of the core and cloud. This work
should be significantly expanded to include the many areas
where software is becoming pervasive, such as in 5G and
beyond systems. Hardware-based confidential computing,
and other techniques like homomorphic encryption and
multi-party computation are also maturing. Another
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important reference is the 5G Americas’ Evolving 5G Security for the Cloud white paper which provides additional insights
into technologies for securing 5G cloud deployments inclusive of confidential computing, and secure deployment methods for
roaming and Security Edge Protection Proxy (SEPP).
Security for Pervasive Edge: Devices can be independently owned and not be a part of a common trust domain. In the
DCC-Fabric, additional requirements in verifiable computing, trusted or confidential computing, distributed access control,
and reputation management might be required. Further, if a reliable connection to the cloud cannot always be guaranteed,
additional requirements in managing the security and privacy locally must be fulfilled. Additionally, when considering the
use of the device’s compute, storage and other capabilities within the DCC-Fabric, multiple SLAs will prevail and add to the
complexity. 5G Americas’ Evolving 5G Security for the Cloud white paper also provides additional insight into Multi-access
Edge Compute (MEC), hybrid, and cloud networks.
Safe and Secure AI for the DCC-Fabric: With AI models expected to control and manage more of the network infrastructure,
data, and resources, understanding how adversarial AI-based attacks impact these AI models and guaranteeing their
robustness will be crucial in a highly dynamic and heterogeneous environment like the DCC-Fabric.
Security and Privacy for Distributed AI: Significant amounts of research have been evaluating how ML models can be
optimized and protected to address resource constraints and security threats at the distributed network edge51 52 [39] [40].
Additionally, the question on how to compose and orchestrate compute/AI workloads, in a dynamic environment where data
and compute resources are not typically pre-provisioned, and maybe even transient, is currently being examined. The DCCFabric needs to address the challenges of enabling the distributed AI paradigm at the edge, as well as to cover more of the AI
usage models of interest for the fabric and use cases. Additionally, with devices, software, and AI models from many different
vendors evaluating and processing data passed through the network, data privacy is an increasing concern and must be
factored in the design of distributed AI solutions.
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4. Tying DCC-Fabric Benefits to Applications
The DDC-Fabric can optimize multiple layers of computing and communications by providing low
latency, resilience, and on-demand services or applications. These characteristics are essential
across use cases such as the use cases depicted below. The DCC-Fabric enables an alwaysconnected solution by guiding decision-making to adapt to new network topologies or dynamic
changes in the system.

4.1 Connected Vehicles
The transportation industry has not seen connected vehicle
applications delivered successfully over cellular interfaces,
above and beyond software updates over-the-air, streaming
services, and telemetry to the manufacturer for analysis.
Advanced applications fall into the following categories:
safety, autonomous driving, platooning, and traffic
efficiency. The industry needs to re-architect the way these
applications are deployed, changing the capabilities of the
network to deliver these applications for real-time traffic
operations. Many of these use cases require collaboration
between vehicles in real-time or with roadside equipment,
obviously at very high speeds with very high risks in hand.
Due to latency constraints of the use cases with this type
of criticality, very low latency and very high reliability is
required on all flows around the environment.

economic and moral dilemmas, which are not yet fully
understood. The answer to this will likely be regulation in
some form to force industry to come together and deliver.

4.2 Assisted Living and Remote Patient
Monitoring
In 2018, The United States Census published a report
predicting that for the first time in US history, older people
are projected to outnumber children. By 2030, all baby
boomers will be older than 65. This will expand the size of
the older population so that one in every five residents will
be at retirement age.
Figure 4.1 Projected percentage of aging nation [46].

Edge compute combined with MEC resources in the service
provider network deliver a low latency interface from
infrastructure to vehicles. Traditional IT hardware interacts
with hardware and software on the roadside, while the
MEC is providing the intelligence to deliver geo-fenced data
appropriate for vehicles that have a cellular interface. This
could begin to enable the receipt of safety messages from
the intersection today.
So far, a global challenge to successful connected vehicle
rollouts involves disparate, disjointed organizations that
are required to build an enhanced end-to-end connected
vehicle application - from vehicle to cloud, which utilizes
edge compute, IoT, public cellular radio networks, and the
road infrastructure. All organizations in the chain tend to
have their own part of this ‘stack’ of technology, but are
not incentivized to interoperate, let alone build and adhere
to a standard architecture. There is momentum on the
technology side, however, as the organizational, financial,
and political aspects show only occasional glimpses of
hope.
Safety is the umbrella requirement for most use cases,
which has serious human impact by saving lives. However,
paying a premium for these services brings together both

“The aging of baby boomers means that within just a couple
decades, older people are projected to outnumber children
for the first time in US history,” said Jonathan Vespa,
a demographer with the US Census Bureau. “By 2034
(previously 2035), there will be 77.0 million (previously
78.0) people 65 years and older compared to 76.5 million
(previously 76.7 million) under the age of 18.”
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The prediction has profound implications as this change
is expected to have significant impacts on the way we look
at healthcare and other social services. Adding the effects
of COVID-19 and lessons learned during the pandemic,
the role of telemedicine and the transformative changes
required by the healthcare industry are undeniably key
drivers for the adoption of advanced distributed solutions.
Many healthcare facilities, such as dentistry practices
and hospitals, are harnessing the power of Virtual Reality
(VR) to help ease patient discomfort and assist in pain
management. Also, more doctors are embracing remote
patient monitoring (RPM) as they are discovering the many
benefits of technology. This gives peace of mind, daily
assurance, and better quality of care to patients and offers
ease of access to patient data, the ability to act in near realtime and better efficiencies for medical professionals.
While high reliability, low latency and high bandwidth could
be listed as primary technical requirements for solutions
such as remote video monitoring, vital stats tracking and
analytics, it is important to recognize that privacy and HIPAA
compliance are as important for these use cases. This
is done leveraging distributed edge computing, pushing
computer vision closer to the patients, collecting, and
analyzing large amounts of data locally using AI.

4.3 Mixed Reality, Extended Reality, and
Interactive Gaming
The Virtual Reality (VR) gaming market grows each year
with more support for games and hardware from prominent
companies worldwide. In addition, many major game
publishers release new software for the VR market that
includes games and regular multimedia applications. As a
result, the number of available VR devices is growing, and
hardware designers are trying novel designs that remove
the bulkiness of these devices.
Extended Reality (XR) and Mixed Reality (MR) are
technologies that add additional features to the VR that
allow users to interact with physical devices/objects by
extending the virtual world and enhancing the real one.
The first wave of the application that drives adaptation of
the MR devices and technologies are maintenance and
learning, helping staff train new personnel. However, to
fully enable the capabilities of XR and MR, technologies
like digital twins and distributed edge layer will be required
as network latency and existing computing capabilities are
not capable of providing the needed resources. Here, the
DCC-Fabric will be needed to enable and empower such
capabilities and technologies.

Similarly, the XR and MR multimedia gaming market is
heading toward lighter devices where computation needs to
be offloaded to the local edge and remote devices, providing
the user resources like GPUs, CPUs, and storage over the
network, enabling a continuous computing paradigm.
Furthermore, XR and MR games will require the mapping
of physical equipment from the real world into the virtual
world, so tight synchronization of sensor and visual data
collected for interactive XR gaming is needed, together with
distributed data and compute orchestration for all cases –
all envisioned to be supported by the DCC-Fabric.

4.4 Factory of the Future
The industrial domain is central in the forecast of
adoption of advanced wireless technologies for net new
subscribers. Industry 4.0 has many technology pillars,
most of which have applications that will benefit from an
increase in data analytics and/or mobility capabilities.
The digital transformation of industrial segments, such as
manufacturing, mining, and energy all have unique use
cases. Sometimes, these use cases require high levels
of performance and availability, imposed by the criticality
of the task due to risk to human life, interdependencies
between control functions and accuracy of operations.
First, digital twins can bring the complete replication of
industrial environments in software including all physical
behaviors, so that all imminent and planned manipulations
to the industrial process can be modeled in advance
and fed back from the production environment. This can
maximize process efficiency and change management. The
foundation for this is a strong data architecture for all assets
and their vertical and horizontal interactions53 [43].
Second, edge capabilities are extremely important
for industrial processes for maximizing performance
characteristics for the access layer where required, and
also for data protection, localization and manipulation. With
cloud technologies making in-roads to the industrial domain,
more applications will make use of cloud and edge, where
appropriate. With the broad range of deployment models
and layers of edge (far, near, private), each implementation
often takes a different approach, depending on the public
cloud partner penetration and technical capabilities of the
customer. A DCC-Fabric can form a consolidated, collapsed,
and integrated compute and communications architecture
that can be ‘pulled in’ to the enterprise without large
complex capital investments. This architecture can work on
monolithic and inflexible infrastructure, simplifying multicloud architectures, and also be application-oriented. Being
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able to understand and adjust the application needs in real-time and without human intervention will bring simplicity to the
architecture for the end user to manage. Unless an organization is all in on one public cloud provider and adhering to their
deployment models, the complexity often accelerates rapidly.
There are already some highly advanced collaborative robotic use cases, such as carrying the body of a vehicle (concerning
both collaboration on 3D positioning and movement in real-time) or two autonomous robots marrying product parts together
with sub-millimeter precision. This is the epitome of the potential of Industry 4.0, leveraging industrial wireless with timecritical deterministic control loops, and AI functions on the edge to make decisions at an extremely high rate. 3GPP and IEEE
standards are continuing to evolve to meet the needs of the applications here, however we are not yet at a stage where they
can be realized for testing or production.
In order to maximize operational efficiency (OEE) and maximize the reusability of capital investments across multiple lines or
processes, having the ability to move parts of a process around for reconfigurability in an agile way can further enhance the
financial efficiency across the whole enterprise. This is especially important in a rapid product development environment, or
where changes to the business model by pivoting between segments and adjusting to the macroenvironment could occur.
Furthermore, with the disaggregation and service-oriented nature of technologies today, it is possible that in the future
some industrial units such as factories may be able to house multiple organizations or offer a programmable manufacturing
environment. Playing to the adaptability of the factory floor one step further, with mobile process systems, digital-twins, 3D
printing and usage-based billing, it may be possible to reprogram a factory to serve the purpose of one consuming business
on one day, then be reprogrammed for another the next. This concept brings the requirement to automate delivery of the
visiting organization’s applications, data, edge functions and cloud connectivity into the industrial unit between shifts, while
providing their data privacy requirements and operational process variation tolerances.

4.5 Metaverse and Meta Worlds
The metaverses cover virtual worlds and focus on the interaction between the physical world objects, humans, and computergenerated content and other geographically dispersed users connected through the Internet. As a metaverse is built, it
requires a different set of services to provide the best immersive experience to users. The basic principle that connects all the
use cases is achieving proximity between entities to erase graphical boundaries.
The metaverse is composed of three major components: 1) compute that represents the computational layer like GPU,
CPU, and other technologies 2) the infrastructure layer that represents different distributed networking and software stacks
that allow orchestrating diverse content to provide underlying services and 3) the intelligence layer that adds optimization
techniques to all the components from compute, networking, and connectivity. In this case, the DCC-Fabric can enable
the management, control, and orchestration of all these components to provide lower latency, better graphics, and overall
experience to the end users.
The primary technology that enables the metaverse is the “digital twins of everything”, which are based on simulation
frameworks, fed by real-time data, which helps to avoid costly mistakes. While simulation models are nothing new and have
been existing for a while, massive data coming to the users requires a rethink of how DCC-Fabric can further optimize those
services. Many optimization and new architectures are needed to enable the massive deployment of a digital twin for the
metaverse vision. The DCC-Fabric can help to move digital twins toward a fully distributed model to facilitate and unify the
virtual and human world.
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5. Early DCC-Fabric Ecosystem
5.1 Related Standard Development Organizations
Given the broad and interdisciplinary nature of the DCC-Fabric, which ranges from distributed
systems, computing, (mobile) communications, networking, and applications, a single
standardization body may not be able to fully cover the scope of the definition of a DCC-Fabric
standard. In fact, multiple standards might have to be defined in collaboration with multiple
standards developments organizations. There are already existing technologies defined, as
highlighted in previous sections, that are of relevance to the DCC-Fabric. The intent of this section is
not to list ongoing standardization efforts or already defined standards, but rather to emphasize the
need of coordinating various standardization activities to realize the DCC-Fabric.
To this end, close collaboration between various
associations, standards groups, and companies is
recommended to ensure no fragmentation occurs with the
future of distributed compute and communications. In this
context, some standards development organizations might
be of particular interest and importance.
The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is the
United Nation’s specialized agency for ICTs and aims to
facilitate international connectivity in communications
networks, to allocate global radio spectrum and satellite
orbits, to develop the technical standards that ensure
networks and technologies seamlessly interconnect,
and to strive to improve access to ICTs to underserved
communities worldwide. Various standardization efforts
are ongoing within its Study Groups (SGs) that might be
of relevance for the DCC-Fabric, e.g., operational aspects
(SG2), economic and policy issues (SG3), performance,
QoS, and QoE (SG12), future networks (SG13), transport,
access, and home (SG15), multimedia & digital
technologies (SG16), security (SG17) – to name a few.
As one of the key players on the international standards
scene, the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) collaborates and works in partnership with
different types of organizations around the world, such
as 3GPP and oneM2M. ETSI defines various standards
in sectors like better living with ICT, content delivery,
networks, wireless systems, transportation, connecting
things, interoperability, public safety, and security. Both
ETSI’s partnerships and collaborations as well as various
standards in these sectors are of relevance to the
DCC-Fabric.
The 3GPP unites seven telecommunications standard
development organizations (ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI,
TSDSI, TTA, TTC) and covers cellular telecommunications
technologies - including radio access, core network,
and service capabilities. The 3GPP specifications also

provide hooks for non-radio access to the core network,
and for interworking with non-3GPP networks. While
all standards defined within 3GPP will play a role in the
DCC-Fabric development in one way or another, a few
are highlighted here: The 3GPP defined communication
network supports exposure functionality54, providing
APIs to the application developers. The APIs enable the
onboarding and management of applications, the ability to
dynamically configure and monitor connectivity, application
traffic performance as well as mobile device status, e.g.,
location. The 3GPP specification55[1]defines an Architecture
for enabling application to leverage the 3GPP network
capabilities including service continuity for applications
supporting mobile devices.
Hence, various standardization efforts are already
ongoing within different organizations and through various
collaborations and partnerships. However, for the full
realization of the DCC-Fabric, a tighter collaboration
and coordination might be required, which has to be led
by an alliance or one of these standards development
organizations.

5.2 Free Open-Source Software (FOSS) from
Industry and Academia
5.2.1 Apache
The Apache Software Foundation is a non-profit organization
supporting a variety of open-source software projects,
including OpenWhisk and Mesos. OpenWhisk is a serverless
open-source cloud platform. In OpenWhisk, developers write
functional logic, in any supported programming language,
that can be dynamically scheduled and run-in response
to associated events from external sources or from HTTP
requests. Mesos abstracts CPU, memory, storage, and
other compute resources away from machines (physical
or virtual), enabling fault-tolerant and elastic distributed
systems to easily be built and run effectively.
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5.2.2 Linux Foundation (LF) Edge, Alvarium
The Linux Foundation (LF) is a non-profit organization which
works to promote the commercial adoption of Linux. One
of their ongoing projects is LFEdge, which supports the
development of open-source software for building the edge
computing software stack. One of their software projects
is Alvarium, which is a framework an SDK for building trust
fabrics to deliver data from devices to applications.

5.2.3 Bytecode Alliance / WASM / WASI
The Bytecode Alliance is a non-profit organization
working to establish a capable, secure platform that
allows application developers and service providers to
confidently run untrusted code, on any infrastructure, for
any operating system or device. This work is grounded
in standards such as WebAssembly (WASM) and
WebAssembly System Interface (WASI). WASM provides
a memory-safe, sandboxed execution environment. WASI
is a simple interface providing POSIX-like features such
as file I/O constrained by capability-based security. These
technologies support the development of secure highperformance client and server applications on the web.

5.2.4 Suborbital
The Suborbital Ecosystem is a collection of projects, most of
them open-source, which support development of serverside WASM applications. Their open-source projects include
Atmo for compiling various languages to WASM, Sat, a
lightweight edge compute server for executing single WASM
functions, Grav, which provides messaging, and Reactr, a
function scheduler.

5.3 Other Initiatives from Industry and
Academia
5.3.1 National Science Foundation
(NSF) Funded Labs
Chameleon: Funded by a grant from the NSF, Chameleon
is an experimental platform for large-scale edge-to-cloud
research. It supports both a bare metal reconfiguration
system giving users full control of the software stack
including root privileges, kernel customization, and console
access as well as a virtualized Kernel-based Virtual Machine
(KVM) cloud.
CloudLab: Also funded by the NSF, CloudLab is a scientific
infrastructure for research on the future of cloud computing.
Researchers use CloudLab to build their own clouds,
experimenting with new architectures that will form the
basis for the next generation of computing platforms. While

most of CloudLab’s users are in the US, it also supports
research and education around the world.

5.3.2 European Efforts
GAIA-X: GAIA-X is a European association that brings
together industry, politics, government, research, academic,
technical and scientific leaders from Europe and beyond
to collaborate on the next generation of trusted data
infrastructures. Their goal is to establish an ecosystem,
whereby data is shared and made available in a trustworthy
environment.
Hexa-X: Hexa-X is a European industry project to develop
an x-enabler fabric (foundation/modular architecture for
developing the vision) serving a human world of intelligence
and values, a digital world of information, and a physical
world of processes.

5.3.3 The ATIS Next G Alliance
The Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions
(ATIS) is a standards organization that develops technical
and operational standards and solutions for the ICT
industry. One of their initiatives is the Next G Alliance,
which has the goal of advancing North American wireless
technology leadership over the next decade through privatesector-led efforts.
The Next G Alliance has six working groups to address
different aspects of 6G. The Applications Working Group
focuses on the 6G-related application needs that will drive
innovation and development for consumers, enterprises,
and verticals. The Green G Working Group focuses on
reducing Next G technologies’ energy consumption and
environmental impact. The National 6G Roadmap Working
Group addresses the full wireless technology lifecycle from
research to commercialization, and engages with diverse
ecosystems consisting of operators, vendors, hyperscalers,
research groups, academia, and government. The Societal
and Economic Needs Working Group is identifying and
characterizing relevant social and economic drivers to
recommend how they should influence North American
6G R&D and deployment priorities. The Spectrum Working
Group aims to better understand and influence spectrum
access, management, policy recommendations, standards,
and long- term needs. The Technology Working Group will
address the key technologies comprising the National 6G
Roadmap’s technology layer, including new air interfaces,
network architectures, spectrum access, x-haul, trust/
privacy/security platforms, 6G Mobile-Network-Cloud fabric
and sensing technologies.
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Conclusion
The fifth generation (5G) of mobile communications systems provides communications, edge and
cloud compute, storage, sensing, and actuation as part of its key fundamentals - with “softwareization” and virtualization as key underpinnings. One of the major thrusts for the evolution of
5G is the tight integration of compute and communications, which in turn consist of wireless/
wireline access to the Internet, in distributed constructs that will underpin ubiquitous compute and
connectivity services enabled with 5G and Beyond systems.
One of the key difficulties for at-large deployments of such distributed compute communications constructs, namely the
distributed compute and communications fabric (DCC-Fabric), is that today’s cloud and communications systems were
designed to deliver services with less stringent requirements for which centralized hyperscale data centers were sufficient.
These systems, however, are challenged with the requirements of emerging applications and the workloads expected with
more AI and data-driven solutions.
This whitepaper has introduced the DCC-Fabric as such a construct to cope with the expected needs of 5G and beyond
and highlights its potential benefits and opportunities for the society, the economy, and technological evolution. One of the
essential approaches is to build on existing technology and state-of-the-art innovations. While MEC, cloud-native networking,
distributed systems, and network convergence have been maturing, existing legacy systems can be stressed in their ability
to be further evolved to either benefit from the DCC-Fabric or contribute to its development. In terms of deterministic
networking, computing technologies, web solutions, multi- and cross-cloud deployments, and data fabric, further exploration is
demonstrating a profound amount of existing technology that will benefit from continued adaptation and/or evolution.
As with every new technology, the DCC-Fabric comes with its challenges. The whitepaper has presented expected economic
and business as well as technological challenges and outlines solutions on how these challenges might be addressed.
Through a selected list of applications, such as connected vehicles, assisted living, MR, XR, metaverse, and the factory of the
future, tying the DCC-Fabric to emerging applications may enhance them toward immersive experiences.
Because of its highly interdisciplinary nature, the DCC-Fabric will benefit from a collaborative and interconnected ecosystem.
The whitepaper concludes with a set of identified standards development organizations, alliances and communities
developing FOSS, and other initiatives from industry and academia that may influence, impact, or contribute to the DCC-Fabric
realization through partnerships and collaboration.
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Acronyms
3GPP: Third Generation Partnership Project

DU: Distributed unit

AF: Application Function

ETSI: European Telecommunications Standards Institute

AI: Advances in IoT

FaaS: Function as a service

AR: Augmented Reality

FOSS: Free open-source software

ASICS: Application Specific Integrated Circuits

FPGA: Field Programmable Gate Array

ATIS: Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions

GPU: Graphics or Tensor Processing Units

BGP: Border Gateway Protocol

HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

CCPA: California Consumer Privacy Act

HW: Hardware

CDN: Content Delivery Network

IaaS: Infrastructure as a service

CFC: Congestion and flow control

ICN: Information Centric Network

CMOS: Complimentary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor

ICT: Information and communications technologies

CNF: Cloud-Native Network Functions

IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force

COTS: Commercial off-the-shelf

IoT: Internet of Things

CPE: Customer premise equipment

IP: Internet Protocol

CPU: Central processing units

IPFS: Interplanetary File System

CSP: Cloud Service Provider

IT: Internet Technology

CU: Centralized unit

ITU: International Telecommunications Union

DCC: Distributed compute and communications

KPI: Key Performance Indicators

DCCC: Distributed Communication Congestion Control

KVM: Kernel-based Virtual Machine

DCF: Data Confidence Fabric

LF: Linux Foundation

DNS: Domain Name System

MEC: Multi-access Edge Compute
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Acronyms
MFA: Multi-Factor Authentication
ML: Machine Learning
MR: Mixed reality
NDIA: National Digital Inclusion Alliance
NDN: Named Data Networking
NEF: Network Exposure Function
NFV: Network Function Virtualization
NFVI: Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure
NSF: National Science Foundation
NTIA: National Telecommunications and Information
Administration
OEE: Operational efficiency

SaaS: Software-as-a-Service
SDK: Software Development Kit
SE: Secure element'
SF: Service functions
SFC: Service Function Chaining
SFP: Service Function Path
SG: Study Groups
SLA: Service level agreements
SSL: Secure Socket Layer
TEE: Trusted execution environment
TSN: Time-Sensitive-Networking
UE: User equipment

OS: Operating system

UPF: User Plane Function

PaaS: Platform as a service

URLLC: Ultra Reliable Low Latency

QoE: Quality of Experience

US: United States

QoS: Quality of Service

VNF: Virtual Network Functions

RAN: Radio Access Network

VR: Virtual Reality

RAW: Reliable and Available Wireless

WAN: Wide Area Network

RIC: RAN Intelligent Controllers

WASI: Web-Assembly System Interface

RoT: Root of Trust

WASM: Web-Assembly

RPM: Remote patient monitoring

WBA: Wireless Broadband Alliance

RSU: Road Side Units

XR: Extended Reality
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